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EX PARTE SUIT
WILL BE BROUGHT
City Solicitor Campbell Probably Will
File a Petition This Week in Circuit
Court to Get Decision on the Disputed
Question
LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT IS ISSUE
"I shall not watt for a formal res-
olution to be adopted by the general
council, before instituting ex parte
proceedings to determine Whether, or
lallerhe general assemley transcended
its "authority in fixing a minimum po-
lece force for cities of the second
class," said City Solicitor Campbeli
today. "I take it that the agreement
reatohed in the committee of the whole
and ratified by both boards at special
• sessions, wall be sufficient for me to
proceed."
"The point raised is whether or not
the general assembly, when it amend-
ed the charters of second cakes cities,
prescribing that the police force must
consist of at Sestet aft men, was acting
within its powers], or whether it tree-
C.
passed on the right of local self-gov-
ernment. which is inherent in the
community.
"It would not take us long to set-
tle the controversy. I shall file a pe-
tition in the circuit court, probably
the week. I am ready to go ahead
as soon as the board of aldermeen con
curs tin the joint agreement. A simi-
lar point has been passed on by the
court in a ease going up from Lex-
ington, when the general assembly
undertook to establish the Pay for
firemen. The court then dist Mg tel at -
ed between. policemen and firemen,
on the ground that the fire depert-
ment is a purely local institution,
created by ordinance, while the po-
licemen are peace officers, sometimes
performing state duties."
PETRIFIED CHILD TAKEN
FROM MOTHER BY SURGEON
Suffolk, Va., Jan. 29.—A remark-
able surgical operation was perform-
ed here which resulted in the remov-
al of .a petrified child from a woman
named Gales. She came here from
aorta Carolina and was pronounced
suffering from an internal tumor.
She had been affected more than
three years. The child had turned to




TWIG SAVES YOUNG MAN
FROM GOING UNDER ICE
Catching hold of a frozen twig
Earl Anderson, an apprentice boy in
the Illinois Central machine shops,
saved himself from sliding under an
Inch of ice yesterday afternoon. The
boy was en route home on the south
side, from the shops, and running
down into the hollow just north of
the Tennessee street fill jumped on
the ice. He broke the ice, but grasp-




Dislodged from its fastening and
ealenoed on three slender boards, the
S-0-0 pound bell, of the Pranklin
I- school house on South Sixth street
was found this morning by Fred
Announcement of the probable Hoyer, superintendent of buildings,
purchase of a site for the Finley
glass plant has resulted in anatuthor-
ized statement that no sale has been
made, and that several pieces of
property are being considered, only
one of which was mentioned. The lo-
cations under consideration are with.
held until a decision is made.
EXPLOSION IN SERVIAN PALACE
Mysterious Blast Shatters Windows
of Royal Home In Belgrade.
Belgrade, Servia, Jan., 29.—A mys-
terious explosion occurred at the pal-
ace last night, which shattered many
windows of the building. It was stat-
ed that the explosion resulted from






a stove in the
of the crown
injured by toe
Where a gust of wind might have
knocked the big bell era Kinn g down
through the center of the building
into the crowded school rooms_
MEMBERSHIP CONTEST FOR
OLIVE#CAMP, W. 0. W.
A membership contest will be
launched by the Olive camp, Wood-
men of the World, in the near future.
A committee having the details of
the contest in hand wile report at the
regular meeting of the lodge tonight.
The peen is expected to be to divl
the camp into two s4 des and thu
stimulate the members to work by
the competition.
National Bank Statement.
Washington, Jan. 29.--The comp-
troller of the currency issued a call
today for a statement of the condi-
tion of national banks at the close of
business Saturday, January 26.
Brother and Sister, Twins, Active
Though Nearing Four Score Years
Paducah can claim the distinction
of having one of the oldest living
twins in the United States. A paper.
In Oklahoma City saye that Alfred
'Sevens and his brother Alvin, twins
who recently celebrated their 75th
birthday, are the oldest living twins
in the United States, but NITA. K. C.
Van Pelt, of the Oochran apartments
on Ninth street, withther twin broth-
,er, Capt.George C, Lee. of Jefferson-
ville. Ind., celebrated their 77th
• btrthrlity last December 12.
The Sevens brothers live in North
Dakota and were ineOklahonet for
their health. The Chicago Tribune In
1900 gave an account of the g4th
birthday of Mrs. N. Catena and ef'rit.
al. C. Michell, twin *Peters living in
Piano, III., and said they were the
oldest Ong twins then in the coun-
try. Bat Mee Van Pelt is' three years
ahead of- that a-4.
The family, of Vcbic-h Mfa.,.. Van
Pelt and' Carsteth Lee are 'numbers
Is noted for longevity. Mrs. Van
Pelt's grandmother tiled when tele
was 107 yenre old and she hes se
annt living In middle t 'Musky whe
Is 94 rears old. l'er rn*tang ip-..
coarellietinad by her a . Mt % Van
,Pelt is as active as a woman of
forty, today.
Capt. George C. Lee is known the
'length and breadth of the Ohio river.
Re is foreman in Howard's ship-
verds In Jeffersonville, Ind • and has
been working in the one shipyard for
fifty years. At 77 years of age, he is
an active man, for his position re-
Itulree being on his feet all day, an-
perintending the construction of
steamboats. elle built the 'steamer
Kentucky of that port. His father
ran on the river from Louisville to
New Orleans long before stern wheel
steamboats were known.
/Wasp-brothers and sisters of
Mrs, Vain 'Pelt's family have an ag-
gregate age of a74 years. The
ynungeet TO years old and the old-
est Is SO.
s
There ix only else Mad of
newspaper cironlatiost .statement
that is wArth any eerideeathrn
and that Is the daily detailed
mate/nem, The Run is the only
Paducah paper printing each a
*torment. 'Hight school. Atr. Restord his ap-




North Hampton, Mass., Jan.
29.—Five persons were killed
and about 2:5 injured in a rail-
way wreck on the Fitchburg di.
vision of the Houston & Maine
at South Deerfield this nrorning.
"BUSTER" KNOX WED.
Washington, Jan. 29.—Sena-
tor Knox, of Pennsylvania, was
much surprised to receive a tel.
epleine message early today
front his son "Reed," better
known as "Buster," telling of
his unexpected marriage  to 
Bessie aleCook, of the fa-
mous family of "Fighting Mc.
Cooks."
SIX ARE DEAD.
North Hampton, 'Masa, Jan.
29.—Six trainmen are dead and
many passengers injured as the
result of a wreck on the Viten.
burg division of the Boston &
Maine railroad near West Deer-
field this morning. All were In
the express train, which was
standing in a deep cut when an-
other train crashed into it.
CHICAGO EPIDEMIC.
Chicago, Jan. 29.—Four hun-
dred and seventy-two new cases
of contagious diseases were re-
ported to the city health depart-
ment last night for the 24 hours.
This breaks all records since the
present epidemic started. Of the
new cases, 407 are scarlet fever,




and Victoria, 3.1, each claiming
to be the lawful wife of Samuel
Jones,. who was killed by the
collapse of a bridge, here Satur-
day, and whose body Is still in
the raver, appeared today to put
in damage claims. Each had wit-
nesses and the railway company
disposed of the matter by set.




-77; corn, 43; oats, 40.
THAW SATISFIED
WITH KNOWLEDGE
Counsel Give Him Heart to
Hea'rt :Talk and Explain




New York, Jan. 29t.—Harry Thaw
had a heart to heart Oda with his
outline last evening In which details
of his defense Were explained to him.
After his o 'tee yesterday it was
decided to 'him of the course
his counsel is taking in his defense,
and today he was in a calm state of
mind, seemingly contented with the
moves of his Sawyers. The thought
of Oiling sent to a mad house excites
Thaw and this reunite] have the great-
est difficulty in handling him when
this important feature of the case is
discussed with him.
All the Thew family was present
when court opened. this morning. A
nUmber of teassmen called were re-
jected. Just before noon, John Denen,
traveling freight agent, was rejected
as the tenth juror.
No Unwritten Law.
Dolphin M. Delmas, when asked to
outline the defense, said:
"It would hardly be professional
to disclose our case. You May say,
however, that it will come strictly
within the statutes of New York.
There is no higner law in this state.
and all this taik about the 'unwrit-
ten law' is bosh. Nod can I see the
efficacy of a plan of emotional In-
sanity. There is really no such thing.
A man May be temporarily amine,
but that 19 quite another matter."
"HAUNTS OF SH.‘KIFISPEARE."




Dry Docks and Railroad Or
dors in Conflict
Illinois Central Fears That Pressure
on Trestle on River Will En-
danger Propeety.
MGR WATER CAUSES- iltOreLE
Ir.—
Marine low and railroad bridge
and trestle law, sea likely Do. come to
a test of supee atcy from the friction
that tsts tari
Central ratana o.6o.6the Paducah
aetweets tee Illinois. t 
Dry Docks company oNer the t3-ine
of the latter coettpany'S floating prop-
erty to the foriner's treed,. on First
street.
The rho in the rtver naturally has
brought all river eat which remain
permanently along the river free,
much nearer to the top of the whaef,
The dry docks an several small craft
belonging to the company have been
raised by the rfsimg river until thse
are against anlia. in :tome instances







to all other be
along illie trestan, as it was feared
their bumping against it and reeling
on it might datilage the trestle.
Capt. Young Taylcr, of the dry
docks, asserts that in the present
stage of the river It is Impoeeltsle for
hint to move the dry docks beck from
the treetle and that it is the OASY
thing to which he can tie up withieut
running a line across the trestle to
enne fixed object beyond the Western
District, wareht, se. A line above
the weter,ecress the trestle probably
would' 4-"a trial blesoMe to the rail-
road as tying to the treetie.
Apparently there is no way to pull
eie docks bark trom the trestle until
the river falls sufficiently to Place
them Lower than the trestle, winch
at this point makes a decline to Jef-
ferson steam and then up to First
street. Captain Taylor thinks the
trestle is too low at this point.
On the other hand, with water all
around the trestle, the heavy strain
from the docks and other craft bump-
ing against it and being tied to it,
is thought by the railroad to be dan-
gerous to the safety of the trestle for
traffic. If the dry docks are pushed
out farther into the river, access to
them would be difficult.
Some coal cars were let down the
trestle toward Jefferson street this
morning alongtide of the dry docks
until the water was above the trucks.
With the exception of some rafts
used to make an avenue of access and
egress to the dry docks, these cars
%meld not strike any part of the
docks or other boats near the trestle,
If they were pushed on into First
street. But the theavy swells sent in-
to the attune by paseing eteamboats,
the railroad thinks easily could terry
a boat up to -the trestle or acmes it.
and in that event, the ears would
strike the obstruction with protiably
damage to life and property.
Traffic over the trestle %liaise* be
returned until: the river falls more,
and probably not until it falls enough
to permit an inspection of the trestle
wthe. re it has been submerged. Speak-
ing of the difference of opinions over
the situation, Capt Young Taylor, su-
perintendent of the Paducah Dry
Docks eempany. wild this morning;
Statement of Position.
"We Oars a 99 year lease on tile
river front we occupy. We are not
respeneible for the rise In Live river
which raised our property up to their
trestle and we are going to stay here
until the falling river takes us down.
I have maelne taw on my aide and
be:ieve my positkm will be stistained
In any court. At any rate we will he
on Nand every day to keep tip our
vide of uge telestion. The trestle At
this point is too low, anyhow. The
railroad company ram he made- to
Mr. Norman raise Rh trestle like tit ought to be
School. end then boats would not get' over
the trestle when the river gets AS high
Newman Mr kett. leading map for as it is now."
Louis Aimee, spoke to the ptipUs of ea.' T. DOnovan. agent of the 111i-
Itoetor'e Bulletin Says Mr. Mainsthe Paducah High school yestertbay noir Centred. In saving the railroad
4.11 "The Haunts of ablakespeare." 'wide of the controversy saki: 
Heldina His Own.
Hiawddreps Nes tmelWast-soid•11711W-1 "Mr.- 'WAIT was notified Yeeterdeff- - -- -- - - ' ".'‘..--"-.'--
iy appreciated. -Ttenerrow afternoon its, more his property back from the Olean, N. Y., Jan. 29.- -Dr, Rib-
Mr. alturles B. Hanford, wholes own- trestle purely as a pewcantionarY , bard tonight gave out this bulletin:
be greedy 1-Former flovernor Higgins has pass-lens plays at The Kenteeky tiotnotr- measure, rfie trestle May
role night, will lecture before the damaged by the besery bump- ed a comfortable day, and during the
big' Into It AS other
01411Airft *bong the tresellt.
COUNTESS OF YARMOUTH, SISTER OF HARRY K. THAW.
THE Countess of Yarmouth, wbo came to America to attend the trial ofHarry K. Thaw for the murder of Stanferd Vlatite. was Mies Alice
Thaw before her marriage to the Earl of Yarmouth. Her brother's rash act
caused her to retire from London society and later led her to cross the At-
lantic and show her sympathy by appearing in the New York court where
the trial is being held.
Broadway Lunch Stand Proprietor
Arrested on Liquor Selling Charge
were other saloon proprietors in thatMinistereTake Hand in Inves neighborhood, because their saloons
tigating Reports That There
Was Something More Than
Soft Drinks Sold
4
FIRST CASE IN POLICE COURT.
Theodore Peters, proprietor of a
lunch and soft drink stand at 1040
Broadway, was presented in police
court this morning on a charge of
selling liquor without a license. The
case was continued pending the ac-
quisition of witnesses. Peters was re-
fused a saloon licedse last July, as
were the means of congregating
crowds of men about the street coo
her, objectionable to school children
passing by. He did not close the
place but continued to run his lunch
stand, what' had been an auxiliary
to, the saloon. The Rev, Calvin
Thompson and other ministers do
9ot believe that Peters sells "soft
drinks," exclusively, and sent a man
to the Peters place to try to buy li-
quor. It is on the testimony of this
witness that toe prosecution relies.
This morning the Rev. Mr. Thomp-
son and Police Judge D. A. Cross
held an animated discussion of the
case, and it is stated the t mperance
workers will produce other evidence.
they claim to be able to secure, be-
fore the case is tried.
expect the dry docks company to ob-
ject to it. However, the order veil
mend and though we here no feeling
In the matter at all, when it becomes
necessary to attend to the company's
interest, vigorous action will be
taken."
If the river falls Lest here, as it is
at at': poinfs above, the question may
he solved. fop the present without any
further friction between the two
companies. But the question is one
which recurs every sin-tog alien the
regular ?lee comes and at al b irregu-
lar rises like the present one.
CLIENT INSISTS
ON WITHDRAWING
Unusual action developed in circuit
court this morning when Mrs. Anna
Scott appeared in open court ano
against the objections of her attor-
neys dismissed without prejudice
her case against the Illinois Central
for $25,000 eamages for the death
of her husband, James S. Scott. Mrs.
Scott's .husband was killed at Fulton
ba a switch engine. The step he was
attn.:Lug do wits jerked off by a loose
air hose. Alorneys Taylor and let-
eat represented her, and advised
against a dismissal. She appeared de-
termined, and her attorneys falling
to dismiss the cane, adopted the only
sure Conroe.
FORMER GOVERNOR NO WORSE
company as
sure, notified the
Y to remove its
tic from the tres-




AIWA with the order and we did not
Is
last forty-eight hours has loot noth-
ing. He has held his own in all par-
tit lila i"
FREE INTERCHANGE OF CARS
Recommended by the Railroad Cont.
miesioners.
Louisville, Jan. 29.— Free inter-
change of freight cars by' the rail-
roads operating in Kentucky and the
appointment by the, federal court of
a special master commissioner to 'ilea,
the proofs and make a report in the
matter of the litigation resultant
from the injunction obtained by the
raiaaads to prevent the enforcement
of the mileage scales of rates made
by the Kentucky railroad commis-
sion, are some of the important rec-
ommendations urged in the annual re
port of Cnat body which will be given
Into the hands of tha public printer
today. The report, the burden of
which was given out last night by
C. C. Mt-Chord, chairman of tee com-
mission, deals at length and in
tall with the question of ear shortage
in Kentucky, gives the present stat-
us of the. mileage rate litigation and
urges many changes and Improve-
Meets in railway conauct that are of
vita interest and importance to tee
growth and development of Ken-
tucky's commerce and the welfare of
its people.
Pierre Fire in Hold.
Norfolk, Jan. 29----Fire in the hold
of the British steamship Trainee load-
ed with cotton and corn, has grown
more fierce and plonpmg steam into
the vessel is without effete Prepara-




with rein or snow _ Wednesday
and pronatoy in ••.c..1 portion to-
night. Warmer tonight and In
east pertion Wednesday. The
higheet temperature yesterday,




First Glimpse of Muddy Bank
in Many Weeks
Steamboat Liner, Preparing to Re-
sume Suspended Schedules
at Early Date.
LITTLE DAMAGE AT PADUCAH
One- tenth of a foot fall In 24
hours hardly is noticeable on the
%%tart but the first peep of muddy
banks since January 16 was afforded
this morning when the gauge regis-
tered 45.6. The fall since yesterday
morning is the first minus sign in the
river stages report for Paducah in 12
days.
The wind whipped around to the
dangerous southern- quarter early
this morning ominously suggesting
rain, or at the best, snow. All river
towns will be on the anxious seat un-
til the river goes down sufficiently to
make a flood stage rise improbable.
Suspended schedules of the steam-
boat lines will soon be resumed and
business at the wharf will reflect the
effect immediately. "Cussinga.-zoas-
ters slipping and struggling tinder
heavy loads up and down the muddy
banes will "bring back a picthresque
touch to the various river landings.
Little positive damage to property
and no loss of life have attended the
high water. In the inconvenience oc-
casioned the greatest loss has re-
stated, from the suspended traffic
over railroad switches, stopping
work on the new sewer system, and
cutting into possible profits of the
steamboats by submerging landings,
and tieing up intercourse between
the country and city. There were few
losses on river bottom farms around
Paducah.
INTO BANKRUrret
Creditors of J. R. Roberts Attempt
to Force Him.
A petition to force J. R. Roberts.
the local dry goods merchant who as-
signed to E. Farley last week, into
bankruptcy, has been flied at Louis-
ville in the federal court by Louis-
ville creditors. J R. Grogan, of Pa-
ducah, and James R. Duncan. of
Louisville, are attorneys representing
creditors. The case has been referred
to Referee Bagby for trial, and the
date of preliminary, bearing has been
set for February. 4, in Referee E. W.
Bagby's office. The schedule shows
over 16,000 liabilities.
W. V. EATON MAY RUN.
Mentioned aa Possible Candidate
Against L. P. Head.
Among the Democratic candidates
mentioned for the legislative race in
McCracken county is Attorney W. V.
Eaton. Louis P. Head, the present
representative, will be a candidate to
succeed himself and a number of
others are mentioned for the rase.
Car of Oil Burns.
Sixty-four barrels of oil were
burned yesterday in a box car at
Creel Springs, Ill., on tee Illinois
Central. The ear cseght fire while
the train was en route to Paducah.
It was kicked Into a siding at Creel
Springs and other care in the train
were saved. The origin of the fire is




St, Petersburg, Jan. 29.— Count
lee Tohotoy. time famous author and
social reformer is daing, according
to a report received from Tula.
JOHN NUCUNK TIPPED.
May Soccer() Patrolmen David Giese
on Force,
,Patrolman Dave Gloat of tee Ken-
tutity arenas beat. hat, tendered bin
resignation effective as soon as a
ValeeefAST eltit be spiroieted. *Yet with
go to St. Louis to pull the throttle of
a ,Mobile and` Ohio engine. It Is tip-
ped that john licCule, who was "let
out" when patrolmeit were selected
In December, Will receive the ap-
pointment. kisCune baa always been





nit PATArCth EVENIN(4 t4t/N
Y 
veould give tem no satienactou ae to
the hileParent ditertminat ion.
I. C. Said to Olive Belding Company
COULD SHIP COAL White it has Nnototes. been brought out
ni the present investigation, though
it may be it is charged Hutt the lei-
, nets General nal:woad ingirectte ip-
When Kentucky Mines Had iterested in the coal fields of southern
Illinois. The Metheon Owl coronet-No Cars for Product Con which controls so many mines in
Minces is nothing were than a hold-
ing corporation whieb controls coal
Claim Is Made That Illinois Central aseeis and a large output in Kentucky
Owns Mines in Southern and Illinois. It is alteged that the
Illinois. Minces Centrel it turn, has in its
treasury not given by the Missis-
sippi Val-Sey corporation to the
amount of co-er $1,300,-000, with the
stock of the variops coal companies
attached as collateral
BROUGHT OUT AT HEMUNG.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 29.—The com-
plaint flied by William Evades, presi-
dent of the Hilleide Coal company,
adwilltit the hilione _Centred Railroad '
company, dharging discrimination in
the distribution of cool ears, the par-
tial hearing of which was hold at
Greenville ten days ago and whieh
ass resumed In Louisville, bids Pair
to be far reachtlog in its scope. In
fact, what seemed at first an insig-
uificana complaint which would be
. brushed aside in a day or two, will
likely be an important link in a gen-
teel investigation of the methods of
the coal combine of the United
States and the big railroads. The in-
terstate commerce commission is
watching the turn of affairs in the
present investigation and thereee no
telling how soon it will take e handl
in the maeter.
Plenty of Cars for Illinois Coal.
It developed Saturday in the hear-
ing before the railroad commission
through the testimony of J. H. Rude
sell, manager of the Menothie Coal
.company, whieh deals in coal at Mem-
phis, that dtrriug the poet few months
he could secure aid the coal he want-
ed from the Madaeon Coal corporation
which operates about twenty-live coal
mines in Southern Illinois, but he
could get very tittle from Kentucky.
The headquarters of this company is
in St. Louis; MO, Mt. Rudisoll said
that he received teleenam after tele-
gram from the company urging him
'to buy their. coal. He said that he
could get twenty to forty carloads at
a rtme and could get the coal the next
day after it was ordered.
Very Few for Kentucky Product.
While he could get all he wanted
from the Mimes mines on the Ulinuds
Central he said he Was able to secure
but little of the Kentucky coal, also
on the itatiois Central, which be pre-
ferred to handle and which his cus-
tomers , wanted. His testimony was
that he could have sold ten times sas
much Kenetcky coal as he could get.
He had a contract with the ILlIside
Coat company, but the company was
unable Oa fill the contract because
the Illinois Central railroad would
not furnish the oars. The witness
filed the telegrams from the Madison
(Oat corporation begging him to buy
its coal, as it could furnish him all
he could sell.
Roads Confiscated Coal.
The testimony of W. W. Jenkins,
chief teerk of the Weep' Keatue-ky
Coal company, which operates exten-
sive collerles in L'IliCA.1 and Webster
counties, was thine the contracts of
the Illinois Central nailroad with the
coal co in pa n I to on I Le blues were for
steady coal at from 90, cents to $1.1e
a ton. Often the railroad would con-
fiscate nu Merella ears of lurnp coal
for its own use and would only pay
the steam, or mixed coal prices.
Should the coal companies make a
clean for a higher priers for the lump
coal it would have to go through oho
e.Pairn department and would prob-
ablt be six inTihthe or a year before
the companlee could get their money.
This often forced the eemptenies to
aceept the steam coal price.
Mr. Jenkiris Fold that often he
%toted have as many as Six cars of
coal loaded sold and Masi to cus-
tomers and the Illinois Central rail-
/load 'would eonfiscate the coal and
his euettenetc would be disappointed.
A standing order /teems to prevail
among the agents of the Illinois, (en-
toel railroad to conflecate all coal un-
til its demand was- supplied, no mat-
ter whet the conditions or oircum-
stances arc. The %Rams also charg-
ed that be maid get no Mrs at lila
mines when I. N. Wheatcroft. who
owned the Togo mines near him a.nd
wess built the railroad from Black-
ford to Moon, connecting with the
illinbis Central, could get all the cam
watrood. He said he maw strings
of empty ems going to the Wbeeteroft
mines when he could get nothisig Mke
what -he wanted.
BULL AND BUFFALO
Mexicans See Real Fight in Ring at
Durango,
El Paso, Tex, Jan. 29.— Craving
new sensations and fresh horrors of
the ring, followers of bull fights were
treated to a battle revel between a
Norte Dakota buffalo and a vicious
bull from Durango, Mex., fighting
stock today. For a half hour honors
between the animals were even, and
then the bull sulkily retired to the
side of the ring and refused to pro-
ceed with the fight. The buffalo in-
dicated he bad enough and did not
press the advantage he was gaining
as the struggle drew toward its close.
It was the largest crowd that ever
attended an event in the arena of
Juarez, across tne Rio Grande from
El Paso. The novel event had been
well advertised, and there was great
disappointment that b:ood did not
flow more freely, although there was
plenty of exchement while the fight
was on.
CITY HALL iREPAIRS
Brought Home to Miunbers of Gener-
al Council.
While the., beards of councilmen
and aldermen were meeting as a
committee of the whole yesterday at-
terecon in the council chamber, the
sun beat. down On the city hall roof
with great intensity, and fast melted
the ice and snow. There /sae a leak
in the roof, and a thin stream of
water came through the steel ceiling
into the council chamber. It was fol-
lowed by other streams, and soon
cuspidors had to he placed under
them to catch the fall. They drove
Clerk Bailey away from his desk. The
council had a practical demonstra-
tion that -repairs are needed about
the city hall.
DIES OF GRIEF OVER SUICIDE
Father of Druggist Who Ended
Succumbs to Sorrow.
Fargo, N. D., Jan. 29.— Gilbert
Fish, of Dunes, Minn., father of E.
W. Fish, a druggist, of Fargo, who
committed suicide in Minneapolis a
few weeks ago, died today of a bro-
ken heart while in this city straight-
ening up tne affairs of his son, The
father, who is a prominent mer-
chant of Dunes, came here last Wed-
nesday to arrange for the disposal of
his son's property and was taken sud-
denly 1:1 Friday. The son was well
and favorably known here. An arrest
for selling liquor illegally caused






ete•huoday Night, Charles B. Eland-,
turd, in "Julius Caesar."
Trou-
"MERRY WIVkat Cr WINDSOIL"
If Louis James was surprised tnat
tile applause, which greeted his en-.
trance in the Melt act or the "Merry
Wives of Windsor" at The Kentucky
last night, came chiefly nom upstairs.,
he will be relieved when he learns
that only about one-half the audi-
ence >down stairs witnessed his en-
tranck. The vision of the others was
absorved in a broad sea of human
backs and teens wildly flourishing in
distracting 'haste to get rid of super-
Illious wraps-and -tura aad overcoats
nal hats, so that the owners of the
same, who made their entrance co-
incidentally with Mr. James, might
see the rest of the know in comfort.
Those who arrived on time 'mast night
wished Mr. James some of the Mans-
field spirit. If the curtain at the Ken-
tucy theater is be go up at 8:15
o'clock, teen all those who arrive
late should be compelled to wait in
the rear until after the first act. Oth-
erwise, the curtain should not go up
uatil everybody is in his seat.
Even in his most farcical of come-
dies Shakeepesee dress his chance-
ter S wish .exactness, and there Is
much that is human -to interest an au-
dience inethe "Merry Wives of Wind-
sor" when interpreted by an intelli-
gent, capable company such at2, L011S
dimes had with him at The Ken-
tucky theater last night. MT. James
In developing the character Of Fal-
staff has drawn heavily on the second
part of King Henry IV and- taken
some of the best speeches out of that
play to supply what thought
ntIght be lacking in the "Merry Wives
.of WinOsore" Then the latter has
been expurgated of some of Its char-
tactortstic Elizabethan humor and
straightened out by acts and scenes
to suit modern stage conditions. The
result has been a strengthenang that
makes the "Merry Were" of Windsor"
a most interesting play., Mr. James'
Falstaff is a most human character;
in physical proportions historically
correct; in disposition true to tradi-
tion, in humor not the least leeking.
Mr: lames' conception of the rollick-
ing, fat knight is almost Ideal. Shoe-
ing equal heoore with him is ,APhie
James as Mrs. Ford The gaiety of
this honest spouse and tor companion
Mrs Page, who is ably portrayed by
Miss Charlotte lambert, make the
play as a story. They are feminine
in their plotting, venturing even onto
the indiscreet in (heir merry mood
Life and hunger for -revengeo The ports
The Moon's; Atmosphere.
If we admit snow and ice are must
admit thit the moon has an atmoe-
phere. Here we clash with the Pre-
vailing notions of the moon's condi-
tion. aays a writer In the London il-
lustrated News. If astronomers have
felt certain of anything, they have
felt certain that the moon is abso-
lutely devoid- of atmosphere. If the
moon has atmosphere It ought to re-
tract the rays of a star Noising be-
hind the moon, just as the stem of a
spoon seems bent in a glass of water.
But no such refraction occurs. That
there Is, however, a very thin lunar
atmosphere Prof. Pickering has dem-
onstrated by the hest photographic
proof.
As to vegetation on the moon Prof.
Pickering has obsereed spots which
appear after Sunrise, darken rapidly
toward mileitfn. and fade away at sun-
set They are not Shadows, and the
observer, therefore, considers them
indisputable proof of lunar vegeta-
tion. The terrible cold of the moon
would be no disproof of this, for
many baeterla cannot be killed by
the lowest temperature which science
can produce.
Real pleasure differs from the
false In tnat it remains pleasant
He acid the agesteswhen one tasks back upon It.
Gut Prices in Dental Workilntil
April 1st.
pg
Gold Shell Crowns $3.50




it this coupon out and bring
ig with you, it is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coutxm for each job of plate or












With the original Hooligan Arthur (),
May, dainty Grace Burgoyne and the
original all star company* 23 Vaude-
ville and musical numbers. This is the
- play and this is the company that
makes 'em all whistle, sing, roar and
shout.
Prices: 2.5e, 35c, 50c.





In a Notable Produaion of
Julius Caesar
40 People in the Cast 40
a
A Carload of Special
Scenery.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 7O, $1 and $1.56
Wanted th spirits. 
It wa. at a spiretiatists4eting.
e 
and the medium was nettled because
one OA fellow In the rear of toe hall
persisted in dozing throughout the
lecture.
ICOtermined to frighten him into
wakeftenevo the medium stepped
from the platform walking Quickly
to the noes:ling man touched him
lightly on toe shoulder, an.1 mid. In
sepulchral tones:
"1 shall order up the spirit now!••
"Thaah all sr," came tae unex-
pected answer. "Make MID•?' a high-
ball an' l':1 pay the
TO CURE A COLD IM ONE DAY=
Take LAXATIVE NKOMO tjulnine Tablets
Druggists refund money.if 0 little to cum E. W
GROVIC Se Feature is on each bon. Ile.
She Is a t entagon
"Yon mean a 'paragon,' don't
sou?"
t"No. 1 do not. When eou call
woman a partwohett means toti rant
see anytning Out her good side, But
when du call her a pentagon, It
. means you can see at least four 0th.
- - New Orleans Times-
Mrs. Green- rbes olio husband
object to derollette goana'"
Mrs. Wise ''Oh- no: he WOK three
yeses In Africa once, ron know."--
00000040000
That hacking cough continues
Because
your
your system is exhausted
powers of resistance weakened.
Take Scott's Emulsion.
it builds up and strengthens your entire system.
It contains Cod Liver Oil and Hypophosphites so
prepared that it is easy to take and easy to digest
ALL DRUGGISTS, 40e. AND $1 .00
4:044.0.00.40,400
could not have been better assumed.
Norm-an Hackett in the rote of time
Jealous Ford, Moos a feelow to the
other leading roles and the natural
intensity of his acting furnishes a
foil for the merry velefn and the
merry plotters. Padtioateens were es-
pecially interested in the work of
Lillian Lancaster, furmerly Miss
Flora May Clerk, and her bueiband.
J. Arthur Young. Miss Lancaster has
a small part, that of "sweet Anne
Page," but It gives; her opportunity
to display her talent, and her stage
presence and the reading of her Ones,
gave the audience-last night a desire
to see -"sweet Anne Page" more often
on the stage. Mr Young in the strut-
ting part of "Pistol," the rather quee-
tiotabie follower of Sir John Falstaff,
in voice arid manner was the tradi-
tional Pistol- of the cktssic stage.
Mistreats Quicielee the roguish part ac-
sumed by Miss Nellie McHenry, whose
reputation la comedy has long been
eetabtiehed put the ant:Pence in a
Jelly !humor in her scenes with Sir
John Falstaff.
Hanford'. Opportunity.
The production of "-Julius Caesar"
by Chas. B. Hanford Wednesday at
Kentucky, must inevitably awaken
memories which are cherished with
reverent Interest by every student on
the American stage. When Booth
and Barrett formed their famous part-
nership and produced "Julius Caesar"
on a scale of magnificence which
actonisheds both the theatrical pro-
fession and the public, more Was some
curiosity-as to who would play the
part of "Marc Antony." It was im-
mediately decided that Mr. Booth
would play "Brutus" and that "Mr.
Barrett would play "Cassius." These
two distinguished players were
prompt In fixing on Charles B. Han-
ford, for the other prominent. role.
It wits a briliant part for the young
actor tend he embraced It with be-
fitting artistic enthusiasm. It at a
somewhat remarkable fact that It
was • performance In broad farce
that paved tho way for Mr. Hanford'e
appearance as a tragedian. When
Robson end Crane were playpig tht,
"Comedy of -mss" Hanford was en!"
gaged to the supporting conipeny with
the part of "kegeon."‘ Despite Its
merry surrounding _there AS straln Of
pathos, and dighlty in Ms character
which Mr Hanford hronght out In A
Manner that attracted -ilke dietiee of
lawrentse Darret.t and led- to the sub-
sequent diternituethed association
*bleb paved the way for the career
!Lanford has sines
THE COOPF,R MEDICINE CO.,
Dayton, 0.
Gentlemen; am seventy-one years of age, sad for, number
of sears I have been in had health. 1 had catarrh, kidney trouSle
sad rheumatism. I had. severe cough which became so bad I was
afraid 1 Ives going. ion° consumption. My stoniach and hourly
bothered me all the time, and my appetite Was poor. I could roe
sleep, and would cough up • large amount of pleghm. 1 httvc only
taken two bottles of Cooper's New Discovery, and the cwngh has
almost entirely disappeared. My kidneys and hack no longer hurt
'rrie. My rheumatism is gone, and my stomach and bowels arc greatly
improved. My appetite has returned and my sleep. restful. I have
so inticit to thank you for. I know others who have been greatly
benefited by your remedies. Cooper's New Discovery and Quick
kelief are splendid medreiues.
• MRS. POLLY TINKER.
1994 Ralston Are.. Indianapolis. Ind.
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Writes Mrs. Polly Tinker, who at three score
and ten finds relief in Cooper's New Discovery.
DOUBTING
Did Not Cure Mrs. Tinker.
Doubting won't cure you but if you will get
a bottle of Cooper's New Discovery and use
it according to directions, in one week you
will find a wonderful improvement in your
condition.
IT'S A REMARKABLE MEDICINE.
Cooper's New Discovery costs $1.00 per
bottle; six for $5.00. Cooper's Quick. Relief,
the assistant remedy costs 50 cents per bottle.
Where we have no special agent, you can se-
cure the medicine charges wepaid, by sending
the price of the remedies you swish dieect to
The Cooper Medicine Co., Dayton, Ohio.
W. B. McPherson
Barrett occupied a box and the effect
produced by Mr. Hanford's work was
noted by one of the Chicago critics.
Hilarious Hysterics.
An amusing story comes from an
exchange while it relates to a Come-
dy and may be spurious, it's worth
repeating since now it has local sig-
nificance. A town character known
as Hick Henderson, a subject to vio-
lent hiccoughs, especially after im-
bibing freely of beer, is a resident of
a certain western town, A comedy
of renown known as Hooligan's
Troubles, was announced to appear
at ('he local theater. Two of the town
reporters anticipating the fun of get-
ting Hick sligntly beered up to the
show and getting him to hiccough-
ing loudly, possibly between acts,
provided themselves with three tick-
ets and invited him to attend, but in
getting him in condition, they imbib-
ed in gleeful anticipation of the fun
and got an unusual load themselves.
But they got there.. The fun, of
course, was fast and furious, and they
all got to laughing and finally roar-
ing, when unexpectedly at the ter-
mination of the awful funny Jit-Jti
crazy dance, by Hooligan, Jones, the
friend went into nysterics—his friend
followed, hiccoughs suit, and Hick
had to get them both out into the
open air to prevent a riot in the gal-
lery. The Hooligan troubles com-
pany in Hooligan's Troubles, appear
at The Kentucky tonignt. It is to be
hoped there will be no Hics or Hicks
in the audience.
END LIVES IN LAST EMBRACE.
Man and Woman. With Arnie Inter-
twined, Die Under Electric Train.
Camden, N. J., Jan. 29.—With
arms entwined, an unidentified young
man and young woman stood, on the
tracks of the Penn eel vania electric
railroad over Newton creek eanly to-
day and calmly waited until, anelec-
tric Oxen 11111 them down. Both were
killed and their bodies were hurled
Into the water. The. mototmon of
the train saw the pair, but not until
he was close upon, them, lie blew
the whittle, but the couple made no
move to escape, and the motorman
CHALLENGE FROM LANG BROS.
Lang Bros. are !seeking the worst
case of dyspepsia or constipation in
Paducah or vicinity to test Dr. How-
ard's new specific for the cure of
those diseases.
. So confident are Uney that this re-
markable medicine will effect a last-
ing cure It a short- time that the\
offer to refund the nfoney should it
not be surcesrful.
In order to secure the quickest
possible introduction Lang Bros. will
sell a regular fifty cent package of
this medicine at nett price, 25 cents.
This specific of Dr. Howard's will
chre nick headache, dizzy feeling',
constipatioa: dyspepsia and all form's
of malaria and lives. trouble' It does
not simply give relief for a Limo it
makes permaneht anti come', tc
cares,
It yell regulate the bowels, tone
up the whole Intestinal tract; give
you an appetite1 make food taste
goocl and digest well. and Income(
vigor. Joy and bappluess will tak,
the place Of that "don't ma* Ithetho
I tivs, dle'!..
could n at get the (ruin under control
until be truck them. The body of
the young woman, who was about 2-5
years old, was recovered and brought
to the morgue here. The clothing
was of fate texture and she was of re-
fined appearance. The only mark
that meet teed to idteneilicatIoo are
the letters "W. C." on a gold %retell
found on the body. The body of the
man has not been recovered.
There is little hope of ever re-
claiming the sinner who has been
successful at it.
The heaviest chains are made from
liberties abueed.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
11113•434 N. Pourt h t. Phones 757







Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to depoaltore $250,000 --
Accounts of individuals and firms eolicited. We appreciate
Small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteoust treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOOK.
Third and Broadway
ammenmerammisma 
10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE
ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold
ALL STOVES IN STOCK








Five Hunelral Fancy Worsted, Cassimere and Cheviot Snits Thal Sold og ig
for $15, $18, $20, $22.50, $25 to be Sold ia this Clearance Sale for
Th Grealtd Cut Sale in





WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, at 8 o'clock, marks the opening of thegreatest sale in Men's Wear ever inaugurated in Paducah. We shall then place on
sale, for only $5.98, a selected lot of five hundred Men's Suits, all sizes, that formerly sold for
$ 15 to $25. These, suits are all this season's single and double breasted styles, and are from
t he very highest grade of Fancy Worsteds, Cassimeres and Cheviots. You, of course, want
t o know what powerful reason urges such radical reductions and we are more than willing to
In the -Arst place, its the weather. The mildness of the winter has caused us to have now on our shelves an abundance offine suits. We are determined to get our money out of them as quickly as possible; to do so, we need your help, and if youknow anything at all about clothing values we'll get it.
Again, we have a rule ntver to carry stock from one season to another. Our regular customers know that this is a rule
which we never violate. The bright, up-to-the.-minute tone of our displays, as each new season makes its appearance, proves thisto them conclusively. Carrying old -stock is expensive for us and unsatisfactory to our patrons.
It is npw the first of February, almost time for us to be making our displays g; spring goods. They have been arriving, in increasing volume, for some timeand we actually need room. There must be no waste space in a house like ours, wOre such huge stocks are carried.
These, then, are our motives in putting on this $5.98 sale. If you are a business man---perhaps a merchant---you will appreciate their force.













One.fourth off on all Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats----One-fourth off on all Men's,
Boys and Children's Pants= -One-fourth off on all Boys' Patent Leather Shoes, sizes 1 1-2 to
5 1-2—Our regular reductions on all Men's Suits, Overcoats and Raincoats—Extra reductions on
Shirts, Fancy Vests, Fine Neckwear and Underwear.
Wedin e.sday,
January 30
renir ram vows MIMI THE PA.DUCAH. EVENING BUN_
the Vabucab %tin.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
LeCoarostaYeali
F. H. FISHER, Presides%
IL I. PAXTON. General Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATESs
4Alatered at the postoffIce at Psduseh.
Ky., as second class matter 
TDB DAILY SUB
By carrier, per week $ .1')
By mail, per month, in advance .26
By mall, per year, in advance 2.34)
THE WRIBILLY SUN
he year. by mall, postage paid...$1.110Address TILE SUN, Paducah. KY.
Odic* 115 South Third. Phones US
Payne a Young. Change and Newfork representatives.
THE IIIJN can be found at the follow-place.:












6 . . 3935 21  3938
7. . . 3896 22 3939
3894 24 3939
3874 26 3961
11 3881 27 3925
11 3927 23 3932
12 3934 29 389§
14 3921 31 3888
16 3914
Total  97,921
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Average for December, 1906...3,740
Inorease    177
Personally appeared before- ma
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Dec., 19,46, is true to the






"Reverence is the true crown of
youthful character."
A WISE COMPROMISE.
No one can blame those members
of the general council who had the
courage to hold out against precipi-
tate ratification of the police program
arbitrarily mapped out by the board
Of police and fire commissioners.
The majority of the general council
felt the lash of the party whip, but in
their hearts they must have rebelled
at the executive dictation apparent
in the way the budget scaeme was
presented to them. There are two
points in the controversy that chal-
lenge attention. The first was the
action of the Kentucky general as-
sembly in infringing on the right of
Paducah to attend to her own local
affairs. When the general council
had seen fit to fix the police force at
a certain numerical strength which
was deemed sufficient to patrol the
city, but not for election day pur-
poses, the police and fire commission-
ers hastened to Frankfort and secur-
ed the passage of a partisan measure
establishing the minimum number In
Paducah at 30 men. The general
council rightly considers that the rep-
resentatives of the citizens of Padu-
cah rather than the representatives
from counties scattered over a diste
mace of hundreds of miles from Pa-
ducah, are able to judge how many
policemen are necessary, especially
C. since Paducah people, and not the
citizens of the state at large, have
to foot the bill. But this was not
enqugh. Having tills amendment in
the charter the board of police and
fire commissioners Impudently in-
created the police force without
waiting for the _incoming general
council to pass the preliminary meas-
ure giving sanction to the board's in-
tention. The board then presented its
estimate of the amount necessary for
salaries for the augmented force,and
followed It with the declaration, that
although the general council might
decide not io appropriate taat
amount, the board would keep the
full complement of men on duty un-
til the money gave out ant then
"leave Paducah without police pro-
tection" until the end of the year.
There was effrontery for you! Patin-
cab citizens mignt go without protec-
tion, berause the general council did
not acquiesce in the arbitrary man-
date of the police commissioners.
The general council is vented with
exclusive authority to raise revenue,
to determine how much to apportion
'fend., and yet, if a department may
Incur obligations and then put It up
thus brazenly to the general council
to acquiesce or let the people take
the ronmequences, the executive de-
partment is accorded ultimate pow-
er to coerce the legislative depart-
ment in to recording les will.
We are glad a cent prom Iset was
"'cached, because MP rocarallY IlYin-
terthlep with policemen in their
predicament. True, they didn't need
to apply for their poettions, but the
pealtione ,were open, they did apply
ignAT, 3.4.vrtnr 20. in
,1111101M11.1111\ and they have been working. Any
holding up of the funds would only
injure them and their families. The
minority members of the general
council, who so gallantly stuck to the
rights and prerogatives of the peo-
ple's representatives in the legisla-
tive department, exhibited great dis-
cretion in-agreeing to a compromise.
While the city's employes will be ta-
ken care of, we shall have an op-
portunity to learn whether the state
legislature has unlimited authority
to abridge local self-gov,ernment by
special legislation, and whether such
power gives an executive board au-
thority to dictate to the legislative
department of a municipal govern-
ment.
Witn the most serious intention in
the world, the Kentucky state rail-
road commission has made its an-
nual report indicating that there is
a scarcity of cars, which has much
to do with the failure to furnish
them to shippers, and advising the
railroads to exchange with one an-
other. and by all means to keep the
cars moving. All of which is good,
sound advice, such as a father might
give to a -son; but we are not entire-
ly convinced that the information
will take the reilroads by surprise.
It does not require a railroad com-
mission to point out to the railroads,
or to the impatient wouki-be-ship-
pers, either, that the railroads are
not furnishing enough cars for the
business. Railroads are held up to
the guileless youth as the acme of
perfection in organization and econ-
omy, and yet we learn that every
great trunk line in the United States
is getting farther and farther be-
hind the demand for rolling stock,
in the face of a prosperity that is five'
tears old and growing, and we learn,
again, that they are not economizing
time or distance in the use of the
ears they own. The findings of the
railroad commission are, tio doubt,
correct and the reforms they recom-
mend to the railroads are, no doubt,
worthy of immediate adoption; but
it is a grievous disillusionment for
us to learn that railroad men are
just human, and as careless and ex-
travagant of time, space and move- is:
ments as the rest of us, when we Departments.
have looked always upon their mar- Firs
velous perfection or co-operation Police
with wondrous awe. Yet, it is some- Streets
BUDGET ADOPTED
FOR FISCAL YEAR
Contemplates Legal Test of
'Charter Amendment
Police Budget Accordingly With Pro-
vision in Contingent Fund for
Emergency.
COMMITTEE OF WHOLE AGREES
thing gained to get conditions down
in the form of official records.
After a long session in committee
of the whole, toe general council
yesterday afternoon agreed on an
apportionment ordinance ror the year
and at a special iession of the board
of councilmen last night the ordi-
nauc-e passed it en two readings. The
aldermen will meet tonight and pass
it.
The ordinance is a compromise by
whien the Republican members se-
cure what they were fighting for in
substance, without bringing hardship
on anyone. The police force IS to re-
main at its present numerical
strength until e-e constitutionality of
the act amending the chanter of sec-
ond class cities so as to make the
minimum police force 30 men, is
passed on. Instead of $30,000 the po-
lice budget is to consist of $28 000
with an additional $2,000 in the con-
tingent rued, aettilable in case the
courts sustain toe charter amendment
and tne action of the board of police
and fire commissioners in appointing
the additional men.
Other changes were cutting out
the approptiation for the silver ser-
vice for the gunboat "Paducah" and
Increasing the library fund from $3,-








Real estate  Unusual precautions taken to pro-
tect the jurors in the Thaw case City hall  
from temptation bring sharply into Oak Grove  
relief a reputation for our American New cemeteW
jury system that is anything but
gratifying. District Attorney Jerome....„ . -
evidently intends that both Thaw
and the commonwealth shall have a
fair trial, and he will see, not only
that the modern adage, "No man can
be hanged if he has plenty of mon-
ey," shall have no bearing on this
case; and that newspaper stories
shall not reach the jury. That a jury
should have to be guarded like a
band of prisoners, is a hard commen-
tary on toe peers of America. We
hear much criticism of courts, and
the reproach that there Is no longer
justice to be had in state tribunals
Is common. But do we ever atop to
Merchant'sconsider why there is no longer jus-
contingent fund is now $6,-
















General expenses  5 000'
Contingent  6,500
Costs and suits  3,1100
Interest  24,000
Floating debt  21,558
Sinking fund  8,000
Library  4,000
Schools .... •  33,000






Estate Must Pay $1,000.-
lice to be had. Tnere is little corn- 000 in Taxes.
plaint about equity decisions. Inva-
Chicago, Jam. 29..—Debaleed figures
on nhe estate of the Sate Marshall
eerily the compla.nt Is heard in re-
Fhed show he had accumulated more
'card to jury trials. 'Therefore, it is
not the court and the lawyers, it 
isIthan 81.00,000,400. The taxable
the jury that is at fault. Who com- Pers°nal 
property of the estate
pose the jury? The voters. The fel-
lows who send corrupt men to legis-
i
amounts to $49,977.270, on which
more than $5.0.0,0100 must be paid
year in taxes.lative bodies, are responsible for the l 
this  
This is as against the valuation of
graft system in politics. This same a. ,
fellow, who votes for bad men. and l.`'''").° 
placed on his perecmal 
, ,
es-
returns odious verdicts, is the identl-' 
tate by MT. Field hemeee:f, and the
Ire uetion of $25,0.00.000 which the
cal person, who is complaining ,most l
assessors, under protest by the exert?-
about the courts and their injusticel
tor, took as a basis for toroth:in last
Men, who complain at conditions are
of little use in this world. What we'Year.
want is men, who will find out thel 
To the figures must he added $30.-
004) Oe n in real ei tste, from which
cause of conditions and eradicate the I '
actual money paid in taxes wilt be
cause. A mote in the eye Is an un-'
fortunate thing, hut District Attor-
ney Jerome hes got one cause of In-
justice locked up in a hall bedroom
of nights.
Vivid realism apparently distin-
guishes Oscar Wilde' treatment of
the incident of Salome's dance be-
fore Herod and the decapitation of
John the Baptist In the one act opera
presented for the first time at the Me-
tropolitan opera house in New York.
The music was weird and delightful
and the decapitation esthetic enough.
hut the realism of Salome's dancing
seems to have shocked grand opera
patrons. The denote and some of Os-
car Wilde's dramatic conceptions of
this biblical epitIde might be cut out
of the opera and put In a side show
at Luna park next summer.
We speak of a man "who does not
know whiti he is whipped"; but the
binary of it lies in tne fact that the
fellow "who doesn't know when be
Is whipped," isn't whipped.
Fortunately, Mayor Yelser knows
when to eut the red tape.
THE JOKFAMTTIL
"I's•charliable enough to believe,"
said Uncle Plben, "int mistakes Is
bruin' to happen. But some folks do
have a way of hurryin"em."—Wash-
Ington Star.
more thifn $360,4)1}0 making a total
of taxes to be paid to the public by
the Field estate of about $1,0010,000
annualty.
The estate consists of personal
property totaling $42,R 51, 804. 15 with
ate:sirs' end bonds listed at pair, but
with ait estimated market value of
*55.040.0'00; $10,001,001r worth of
real estate in Oook °minty. and $8,-
1)04),V00 reality in New York.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAltlivery dose makes you feel better. Lai - Peekeepe your whole lesidee right. gold on the
mosey- bock plea everywhere Price boi nits.
Cuban Trade.
Washington, SAIL 29 - Never be-
fore in the history of the United
States commerce with Cuba wee the
export truths of this country to that
Mend on pereeet as during the it
calendar year. A statement iseamed
by the bureau of Pietistic' shows that
the total exports from this country to
Cuba were valued at $46.491.944,
which is more then $2,000 400 over
the export art Ione for 1905. The m
portalions from Cuba wee* valued at
$65,055,296, a falling off of $10,-
o0n,0o0 sis comparet1 with 1905 The
marked deeline in Ames-lean importa-
tions in aeeounted for •bersamieof the
reduction in the price of sugar.
Husband and wife may travel for
a fare and a half In Norway.
ODELL DEPOSIT
CASE IS DECIDED
This Time in Favor of Plain
tilt by Jury
Money !molted in Deal at Mayfield
Alleged to Have 'Figured in
Gambling Contract,
WILL BE APPEALED AGAIN
•
The jury this morning returned a
verdict for the plaintiff in the case
of C. W. Boswell: and Z. T. lohg, of
Mayfield, against the Citizens' Sav-
ings bank of this city. It was the
second twist of the ce.00. gm bank
winning tk fret.
Doswell and Long went Into deals
operating at Mayfield through a
branch office of the Paducah Com-
nrissioe company then conducted by
Gilbert & Arenz. They lost. Imme-
diately a suit was filed against the
Paducah Commission company to re-
cover the amount, alleging that It was
not a legal, but a recemblititedebt, and
asking for an aittachment against
the Exchange bank, of Mayfield; and
and the Citizens' Savings bank and
City National- bank of Paducati, for
any money found deposited to the
Paducah Com mission company, Gil-
bent & Arenz, or the Odell Commis-
sion company.
Maud K. Balthaser against the Il-
linois Life Insurance company, suit
for $1,000 policy an ner late hus-
band's life. Continued.
In the case of James Herring
against Mary E. Allison an agreed
judgment for $150 was entered. He
asked for $30.0 commissium for the
sale of a farm.
Gray & Dudley company against
E. Rehkopf Sackilery company, 0. B.
Starks, Starks & UTiman, W. S.
O'Brien, Cohankus Manufaeturing
co ni pa ny and the American-German
National bank for $2,50 is on trial.
Marriage Licenses,
Leo E Pettit to Gertrude E.Reitz,
hOth of the city.
Walter Cowell), 30, to Sarah Grif-
fet, 25, of Grantsburg, Ill.
Deeds Flied.
Helen Westlake to Josie Sebastale,
property on Kentucky avenue be-
tween Tenth and Eleventh streets,11
and other considerailens.
ese F. G. Rudolph to !shorn Harvey,
property in the county, $600.
Police Court.
The cold -weather prompted Bes-
sie Jones, Lula Wimberly and Roisey
Wilson, colored, to unload a car of
planks gratis for the Illinois Central
railroad yesterday ifternoon at
"Brakeman Row," south of Tennes-
see street. Illinois Central police-
men arrived in time to prevent them
from carrying the wood into their
houses for fuel. Police Judge D. A.
Cross tined them $20 and costs each
and suspended judgment during
good behavior.
Frank James, colored, was pre-
settled for petit larceny and the war-
rant tiled away. A second warrant
was issued, charging aim with steal-
ing laundry from the Star laundry
wagon several weeks ago on North
Tenth street near Jefferson street.
James has served ope tear in the
penitentiary for shooting Gabe
Fletcher, colored, in the thigh.
Spencer Meore, colored was held
over for stealing less than $20 worth
of coal from the Illinois Central.
Other cases: George Hawle, drun-
kenness, $1 and costs; Buck White-
burst and Young Taylor, breach of
peace, continued.
Subscribe for The Sun.
NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages—re-
pairs them with her sunshine and
with human labor."
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
used instruments in repairing her
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat-
ment of headaches. It locates the pri-
mary cause and removes it, not in
administering a common known sed-
ative to on- and all alike, but by a
simple mechanical manipulation.
So, In digestive disorders Osteop-
athy restor.e the nervous equilibri-
um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
pancreas, etc., and a unity of action
established the disorders are readily
controlled and enreel.
Constipation mot he cured only by
observing nature's laws. The regular
movements of the bowels depend on
their nerve and blood supply, if ono
or the other is disturbed in any will-
there is disorder—sickness. Osteop-
athy here again is Nature's cure.
I should line to tell you personally
at any time of the great success I am
having with the treatment and refer
you to some of year friends who will
eagerly attest to what Osteopathy Is
doing or has done for them, Phone
me at 1407 at any time. .
OR 0 B. FROA OE,
116 Broadway.
MISTAliFiN FOR FUGITIVE; SLAIN
Man Who tehoots Another Fires at
Policeman and Is killed.
Danville, Va., Jan. 29.--R. E. Rey,
nolda, a young merchant living near
Ohatbam, this county, was killed in
a pistol tight with three policemen
in the tenderloin early today. Prior
to the killing Reynolds had shot and
injured Tom Oorbin while in a resort.
He ran out of the house, and the offi-
cers took him to be Albert Adkins, en
escaped prisoner, and commanded
him to WA, firing at the same time
to frighten him. Reynolds returned
the fire. Eight or ten shots were
fired at him before he felt dead. None
of the policemen was injured. The
victim was about 28 years of age.
Clorbin's In-Juries are not regarded
as fatal.
MOORE GisITS DECISION.
Birmingham Club Must Pay Player
1
 According to Final Decbion.
Cincinnati, Jan. 29.-The Birming-
ham club in the Southern League,
owes Player Moore salary from April
10, 1906,. when the season opened,
untie this release on April 25, 19.06,
amiorcling to a decision announced by
the national btu/eta-If oarnnthadose to-
day. The player had appealed to the
committee from an adverse decision
by the national board of minor
leagues, and his appeal is sustained,
the commiseion declaring him en-
titled to fifteen days' pay.
Harrison Is Willing,
Pasadena, C4., Jam. 29. Former
Mayor Carter H. Harrison, of 'Chica-
go, in an interview today. stated that
he would accept the Democratic nom-
ination for mayor of Chicago if it
should be tendered him. He said he
would not, however, seek the nomis3a-
Hon. Harrison will leave for Chicago
February 16th.
Attachment Issue. /
Household goods were attached on
a steamboat at the wharf this morn-
ing on a distress warrant Issued by
Magistrate C. W. Emery for S. S.
Spivey, agent for H. Forscomb,
against Sherman Crowell to secure
a debt of 917.80. Ten days are giv-
en for settlement before the proper-
ty is sold.
Work Discontinued.
Berlin, .Ptn. 29.--A special dis-
patch to the Tageblatt from Saar-
brueck says that fire has Broke out
in the Reden shaft and that It will
be impossible to continue the rescue
work. Several hundred men, accord-
ing to this telegram, are endangered.
Fighting in Morocco.
Tangier, Jan. 29.— it Is reported
here that fighting occurred today at
El Ksar between the sultan's troops
and the rebellious tribesmen but the





A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-
phatic acid
Makes Home Baking Easy
KILLED FOR DIVORCE THREAT
_
Man Is Slain by Mater-In-Law and
Jury Acquits Her.
Amite City, La., Jan. 29.—"He
boasted there would be another grass
widow in the family, ahd I replied
that tnere might be a widow, but cer-
tainly not a grass widow. Then I
Italian girl 20 years old, so testified
last-night at her trial on the charge
of murdering her brotner-in-law,Joe
Catteimento, and the jury acquitted
her wft,out leaving the room. The
crowd lave the girl an ovation. Mrs.
Allesee het-wit was deserted by her
husband taree months ago, and she
said she did not want to see hershot him." Josephine Allesee, an sister. Bartlett°, meet the same fate.
/, After Exposure
to snow or rain a cold comes.
/0 DR.. BELL'S
PINE-TAR-HONEY
will cure in one night—it will always prevent
scold if taken on coming in out of the wet.
Delightfully pleasant to the taste. Good
for children. Good for everybody.
Gentlemen:
Last November I was taken with a severe codde. and cough. I used a bottle of standard expectorant and wasnot benefitted In the least: I then tried another standardcout.h cure. but with no better results than with the expec-tonat. I weaS then recommended by a drumst at COving-
tat, r to trs Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-HoneY and after usingone 2.5c bottle I was completely cured. This testimonialwas unsoacited, but you are at liberty to Ilse it In any wayyou may choose. In my opinion you have by far the hostcough medicine on the market. Yours truly,
I K. Nosteas, OW Gs.
Owes Coughs and
Gives Strength to the Lungs.
Oyer 4,6116,0100 laddles were sold derlag Um gear 490.1„ ae anabsolute guarantee. Oat of this vast number Si'sales money wasrefunded on only six bottles. This proportion-6 out ,.f 4.000,000-isSO aramodingly small that it hardly makes a ripple In the solidOsamu of satisfied customers. This it the unprecedentedrecord of the most wonderful cough tnedx,Ine on the market.
I Ur LOOK FOR THE BELL ON THE BOTTLE. -V-2 
25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 Bottles.









• All Records Are Broken for Reduced Prices on *I
•
I
Note the-latest reductions on Suits and Overcoats; compare the new,
i
i
i fresh stocks we offer with the selected lots of "odds and ends" and ac-
• cumulated old stocks offered you elsewhere. Remember also we in-
cluded Black and Blues and Raincoats; others never did this for you be-•
1•*
i
; Strictly High Class Clothing
fore. The New Store stands alone for the people.
Lot No. 1
Contains all Men's Suits and
Overcoats that sold for 115.00
and $12.50; as long as they
are here, your fit and choice




Includes $25.00 $22.00 and
$20.00 Suits and Overcoats.
We don't want to carry them
over and intend_ to close out.
They go at, choice
Lot No. 3
AlliOnest 140.00, 1135.00 and
$30.00 Suits and Overcoats,
—the remainder of the hand-
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-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-William Senter, Wri0 conducted
the Pure Food snow, has gone to
Houston, Tex., where he will hold a
similar show.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 4001/2
Broadway, Phone 196.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
'Palmer Transfer Co.
, -Contractor Gus Lockwood has
taken a contract for $5,000 to re-
model the Weeks' Bros, old whole-
sale grocery building at Second and
Washington streets. The rear will be
made two stories high.
.--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers 'stopped muse notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
'will be paid to such 'orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-The McCracken County Medical
ISoelety will meet this evening with
'Drs. Stewart and Bass in the Frater-
nity building. Dr. J. T. Reddick will
lecture on Pleurisy and Complica-
*louse-and Dr. C. H. Brothers will
lecture on "Seborrhea."
-Sexton, the sign 'writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising wrieng
fine painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-The United States civil service
eommiesion announces examintitions
for five positions in this district to bc‘
eheid at the Paducah posteffice Feb-
ruary 27 as follows: Public docu-
ment catalloguer, engineer and black-
, smith, chief engineer, custodian sere-
Ica; olerk-draughtsman, farmer, with
knowledge tor irrigation, lndtsn serv
ice
-For high-grade wallpaper ace
Kelly & Urnbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av
-Belvedere beer is a home pro
duct. Remember that.
-Dr. J. V. Voris dentist, 200
Fraternity Building.
-Place your orders for weddins
Invitations at home. The Sun ehowt
as great an assortment as you fine
anywhere at prieee muce lower that
you pay elsewhere.
-Mr. C. A. McFarland has beer
appointed by the Smith-Premiet
Typewriter company to succeed Mr
W. L. Helvey in this district, Mi
McFarland will mantaln his head
quarters at 425 Broadway In Padu
ecah, Ky.
-All members of the Evergreer
Grove Circle are requested to le
present at e meeting at the Union
Labor hall tomorrow afternoon at 2
eipicicxk sharp. Business of import
ance.
-You know your calling card
are correct when they come from Tit+
Sun. Scrip', cards and plate $1.50 r
hundred, the Old EnifInh $3.
-Wer4.1:ng inyltattons, announce
menet an., every character of en
greets', wcrk is given careful, per
eonal ettent!on at The Sun.
-Globe Wernicke filing cases an(
all supplies for them, ale° the bee
line of carbons. A full /Int) of Mani
hooks and all kinds of office suPnlice
dtetephone orders promptly Riled. 014
phone 436. R. D. Pigments & Co.
-We have. Slug Shot that will de
stroy all Insects on plants; and Plan
Food that will make plants grow
Brunson, e29 Broadway.
-I)r. V. Blythe has moved fron
Fraternity building to 625 Broadwa)
next to Register building Office
I phones 870, residence) 272,
-Upright pianos from $150 Lc
1200, to reduce otir stock of slight))
used pianos we make these offers. W
Miller & Sen., 518 IleoeidaverY.
Chief of .POlire James Collins war
\ appealed to today Me relief from
;snow balling from a patient. Miner-
,/ing public. Boys made marks of
street ears partieslarly. some narrow-
ly escaping breaking windows.
Iurned.
FRIGHTENED AWAY.
Safe Blowers Try to Rob Nashville
Postoffiee.
Naelteille, Tenn., Jan. 29.-A bold
attempt was made kast night by gee
blowers to rob the stamp and cash
vault ceintaining $50,4)411) to $60,000
worth of stamps at the Nashville
poteoffice and had they not been
frightened away would, in ten or
fifteen minutes, have succeeded. They
had succeeded in boring a hale in the
vault door two-third of the way
through and would have been all the
way through and ready to use their
nitro glycerine in a very &art time
more. It is not certain whether they
were frightened away by the eight
watchman when he came on duty at
10 o'clock or by the janitor, who
came to begin cleaning up between 2
and 3 o'clock this morning.
FIRST QUARTER
Round of District Nearly Completed
by Presiding Elder.
Dr. J. W. Blackard reached home
last evening from a ten days' trip,
holding quarterly conference at the
charges of Clinton, Berkley, Milburn,
Spring Hill, -Arlington, Bardwell and
Wickliffe. He reports all these chark-
as in tine condition. The charges and
pastors are greatly pleased with
tacit other, and financial reports
were well up notelithstanding the
Jad weather the pastors and stew-
ards have had to contend with Dr.
&lecke rdsgeritesegearl y"tompleted leht
Irst round of quarterly appointments
and says the district 1.2 in a fine con-
Litton
HARRIMAN AFTER L. & N.
Latest Rumor Concerning This Rail-
road Wizard.
Memphis. Jan. 29.- Oqnsiderable
,pecteation is rife over the rumor
hat the 1414uois Central Railroad
ompany hiss purchased the Patcluoah-
eemphis Dime of the Nashville, Chat-
anooge. & St. Louis railway. This
•umor following upon the heels of the
:witching arrangements" which have
teen perfected between the leouleville
Nacerville railway and the Illinois
'entral company has given rise to
peculation that the Harriman inter-
sts are fignring on securing control
st the Louisville & Nashville and
:ashvelle, C'hultatiooga & St. Joule
rrottertles.
Another Kerosene Accident.
Trombley, 0., Jan. 29.-011 used
o kindle afire at the residence of
*see? MEllron this morning may
ause the death of Mrs. Millirem sad
he ten-days-old by daughter. The
II exploded covering her web
lames. -Mrs. Milliron was in bed with
he child She was forced to flee to
44.4.4.44.4..i.apekej.er Isitell this morning at Isle 11,  tree on




Announcement teeth§ have just
been received in the eity, of the wed-
ding of Mr. John Thorne Lane, for-
merly of Padueate to Mee Eva May
Kemp, of Brighten, Canada, on No-
vembet 19, 194)6. The couple will
make St. Louis their home. Mr.
Lane is a native of Canada, but spent
several years in Paducah. He was
the head of elle Noah's Ark store
leers, and later manager of the Ar-
cade queenswasre *store. He has been
away for several years, going west.
Daviseltringhurst Wedding Tonight.
The marriage of Miss Martha
Stewart Davis and Mr. Edward Hutt-
ing Dringshurat will take place this
evening at the Broadway Methodist
oeurch at 9 o'clock. It will be one
of the brilliant events of the winter,
with a large bridal party and many
out-of-town guests present for the
ocoaaliOn. The wedding calor will be
pink and in honicri- of if taking place
on "McKinley Day," the carnation
will be the flower ueed.
The doors of the church will not
be open until 8 o'clock toaight.
As You Like It (lab.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wallace
will entertain the "As You Like It
Club" Thursday evening at 8
o'clock.
Reber-Englert Wedding and Recep-
tion .
The marriage of Miss Maggie .Re-
ber and Mr. Lonnie Englert took
place this afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the St. Francis de Sales church. The
Rev. Father H. W. Jansen perform-
ed the ceremony. Miss Mary Grogan
played toe wedding march. The cou-
ple were attended by Jr, Charles Re-
ber of Princeton and Mr. Elmer Eng-
lert of Paducah. The ushers were
Messrs. George Sights and Ernie
Englert. The bride was especially
pretty in her wedding dress of
white point d'esprit over white satin.
She wore tne bridal vail and carried
bride roses. A pretty feature of the
wedding is that it was solemnized on
the 11th wedding anniversary of the
bride's sister, Mrs. George Yopp and
the 16th birthday of her younger sis-
ter, Miss Ida Reber.
A reception from 8 to 12 o'clock
will be given the popular young cou-
ple at the home of the bride's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Reber, 917
Qiark sareet. The house is attractive-
ly decorated with ferns and carna-
tions in a scheme of white and
green.
The couple will reside at the
home of the groom, 1104 Trimble
street
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club met tots morn-
ing at the Carnegie library. Cervan-
tes the Prince of Spanish Genius, his
great work Don Quixote and its ef-
fect on Spanish literature and life,
were delightfully discussed by Mrs.
Frank Parham,and Mrs. Robert Phil-
lips,
Toe Delphic club will have its
mid-winter open meeting on Febru-
ary 7. These are always pleasant so-
cial occasions.
Out-of-Town Wedding.
The Marriage of Jnage D. A.Cross
of this city to Miss Irma Millen of
Baker's Station, Ky., will take place
tomorrow evening at 6:30 o'clock at
toe home of the bride. It will be a
quiet home event with no attend-
ants. They will come immediately to
Paducah and will reside at 707 South
Fourth street.
Judge Cross will leave tomorrow
morning for Baker's etation. An-
nouncement of the approaching wed-
ding was made several weeks ago.
he barn and the expoe-ure may cause
ler death. 'Pb. baby was badly Mr.
tractor,
Mike Karnes, the brick (Ion-
ises seined with a fainting
Keep Your Skates Sharp.
Unless with Advertising (write for rates)
You sharpen up yOUr old commercial skates,
It's ten to one you'll grind alone so slow
The ice vse,t break and through the hol• you'll ge
Metlinty•l'ite. The man who hopes to win
Where Competition spreads tho het so thin
Hee got to scoot along-te energize
Himself a bit, hieh netemo, to ADVERTISE.
not serious. but will keep ben in-
doors for several days.
A twelve-pound baby was born to
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. McNeill, of Made
sun street, Sunday.
Alderman E. D. Hannan had
fever today and Is convalescing.
Captain James Lemon, of Mayfield
is in the city.
J. M. Meektin,
sick.
MT. J. W. Boren, of 607 South
Fourth street is Ill of the grip.
Miss Fannie Wurth, of Hopkins-
villt, is visiting Mrs. C. W. Lewis, of
South Tenth street.
Mrs. S. C. Green and Miss Mabel
Hart, of Henderson, Ky., are the
guests of Mrs. L. A. Washington on
West Broadway.
Mrs. S. S. Loeb, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Jacob
Benedict, of North Seventh street.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gregory and
cbiild, of Chicago, returned home haat
evening after visiting Charles F. Wil-
stach,
Mr. Fred McCandints and bride,
nee Miss Mary Lou Byrd, 'have re-
',turned from their wedding trip, and
yesterday went to Golconda, Ili.,
where they well reeide.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Moore, of
Fifth and Clark streets, aine the par-
ents of a girl baby, earn this morn-
ing.
Mr. W. A. Filowers, baggage agent
at the Union depot, went to eternities
this morning to attend court,
Mr. H. H. Loving went to Kuttaaw
this morning on business.
Mr. John Trent -has returned from
Memphis, where he went-on a brief
business trip for the Illinois Central.
Mrs. D. W. Coons is IE.
Mr., and, Mirs. M. 0. Young,
Jackson, Tenn., are the guests
Miss Nellie A. Hudson, of West
fereon street.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Atkins,
of Cordele, Ga., a son.
Mr. Isadore Klein, who has been
ill at Riverside hospital, is able to
be out today.
Miss Belie Lockett, of 'Henderson.
arrived last night to attend the eke
vis-Drinehunet wedding. She is the
gusset of Mrs. Mildred Fowler Davis,
620 Kentucky avenue.
Mrs. Gustave FL Warnekin and
Mee Anne Berryman, of Clarksviele,
Tenn., who were expected to attend
the wedding of their cousin, Miss
Martha Davis, are prevented by the
illness of Mr. Warnekin, who has
malarial fever.
Captain E. W. Crumbaugh is con-
fined to his bed by injuries to his
head. He slipped on the ice yester- feebler.








Mr. Tom Allen, of Arcadia, is con-
fined to his home by Injuries to itn
head and body. He slipped on
ice yesterday.
Mr John Sinnott Jr,
Texas.
Mr. Charles Payne, of
In the city yesterday.





THEN SOLD THEM IN BARROOM
TO OBTAIN DRINK.
Charge Made Against M. A. Kramer,
of Indiana, Who Is Under
Arrest Here.
Charged with obtaining money by
false pretenses, M. A. Kramer, a
barber of Cannelville. Ind., awaits
trial in the examining court. He is
one of the boldest type of crooks, if
the allegations are proven, whom the
police nave corhe in contact with in
years.
"I have got to have a arink," Kra-
mer is said to have announced to
John Dicke as he entered Dick's
saloon last night. He had ten razors,
several pairs of scissors, and a pair
of hair clippers. Failing to sell
Dicke he is said to have turned to
Max Micna !son, who it is said,
bought one for 50 cents.
Frank Andrews, proprietor of a
barber shop of Meyers street, re-
ported that Kramer had walked into
his shop, picked up razors and other
equipment and decamped. Rounds-
man Emil Gourieux and Patrol Dri-
ver Thad Terrell arrested the latter
at 1 o'clock this morning.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Pailmer-N. E. Sala, New York; W.
H. McCormick. Cincinnati; W. S. GA-
bert, Evansville; le C. Thread well,
Chicago; E. L. Kemp, Louleville; W.
E. Sayre, Wabash, Ind.; G. A. Sell-
mer, Milwaukee; F. T. Dentston,
Buffalo, le. Y.; F. C. DeGroat, Ohl-
cago, L. L. Nolte Louisville; F. S.
Council, Jackson, Miss.; 0. W. Mc-
Carty, Se Louis; 0. P. Banks, Hen-
derson; R. S. Meson, leddyvtlie; J.
D. Sawyer, Pawtuckett, R. I.
Belvedere-T. W. Oretehfield,
Nashville; Orren- Estes, .Col b ,
La.; N. M. Taylor, Memphis; A, T.
Anderson, Kalamazoo, Mich.; C. C.
Hawkins, Memphis; T. W. Tinker.
St. Louis; Jdhn Bates, Carbondale.
III.; J. P. Long, St. Louis. ,
New Richmond-C. F. Nettie, Mem-
phis; J. H. Colman, Perel:e; .1, le
litappy, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; J. G.
Whaley, Blood; Lacy McGrew, Ham-
letsburg, Ill.; R. We-aver, New Lib-
erty, Ile; Mrs. Carrie Neftzger, Ham-
letsburg, Ill.; Miss Marie Northing-
ton, La Center; C. R. Eison, Ham-
lefeburg, Ill.; Mies Alice Stratton, La
DEATHS OF A DAY
Thomas Aker.
Mr. C. F. Akers, of the local Eli-
oats Central stops, last might received
a message announcing the death ofRutherford, his uncle, Mr. Thomas Akers a leeTenn., bee arrived from Hopkinsvisee
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Herey
Johnson, wife of the clothier.
Mr. Lee Crumtraugn, of Memphis,
spent Sunday with els wife and elite
drere who are visiting Mr. G. C.
Crumbaugh. on North Seventh street.
Mr. Sig Levy, wealthy lumberman
of Vienna, Austria., arrived yesterday
,to visit his brother, Mr. D. J. bevy,
the South Second street clothier, and
his sister, Mrs. A. L. Frank.
Mrs. Waeiatiaa Mayes, of Tents,
;has gone to Mayfield after veriting
relatives !here.
Mrs. W. 14. Pinkerton left Sunday
for Ghent. Ky., being called there by
the Hitless of her porente, Mr. and
Mrs. Bourne.
Must Be Labeled.
Washington, Jan. 29.- Dr. H. W.
Wiley, chief cnemist of the depart-
ment of agriculture, said today that
there would be no recession from the
position taken by the department
that rectified whisky would have to
he labeled as such ureter me pure
food law. The rectifiers have made'
a bitter tight to have the ruling chan-
ged.
Memphis Banker Ends Life.
Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 29. -
Charles W. Sehulte. aged 63. a capi-
talist and banker of Memphis. Tenn.,
committed suicide here today at a
Battle Creek sanitarium wnere he
was being treated for nervous trou-
ble. His wife diteroverea his bocq' in a
bath room, a shawl strap around his
neck showing he had choked him-
self to dettikeee.••s-e•i---ee----
Appraisement Returned.
The appralsement of the stock of
J. R. Roberts was returned by As-
signee Ed Farley yesterday after-
noon. It shows a total of $6,059.03
In stock. Mr. Roberts Is given 'ex-
emptions of $160 in cash and also
stock which he Is allowed by law.
The echednle of liebilitlem will fol-
low.
Wants Gravel
Col. Dick Alien, of tee County, is
circulating a petition for graveling a
teem) running from rho Concord
*chore bonne on Hinieleviele road to et the village of Gretchen. near Dra- iltreet oar use, half WO( from Faun-
the Oadro roo'& a d'stanee of one Rut, European Tarkey.sThe number tam avenue, . APely W. D. Greer or
nine an.c1 half. lot victims is not known.
tired merchant, at Hot Springs, Ark.
No detail's of the doath were given.
He was 66 years old and leaves two
sons and one daughter.
CARNATION DAY.
Many Flowers Were Seen on Streets
in Honor of McKinley.
Many carnations were worn today
In honor of the martyred President
McKieley whose favorite was this
beautiful flower,
She Was Lucky.
Miss Entitle. Mix, stenographer for
the Commercial club, lost a $14) bill
from her pocketbook in a downtown
Worse this morning. Discovering hex
lows on reaching her office, the re-
traced her steps and found the bill
Just where she bed been standing
probably after tt had been trampled
under foot by hundreds of shoppers.
C. G. Evans Asphyxiated.
spr n LII.. Jan. 29. -Charles
G. Evans, brother of Senator Evans.
of Aurora, was found deed In his bed
today at -a hotel. The coroner's jury
returned a verdict' 'hat Eva rat came
to his -death by being accidentally
asphyxiated. It is !supposed that
Evans, in turning out the elteetric
light, accidentally turned on the ESL
ANY HOUSES TO IRENT4°
We have desirable tenants for
boners of the following description:
Poureroom cottage oil north side, con-
venient to hominess portion of city.
Eight-room residence convenient to
business section of city,. Phone 127.
H. C. Hotline, Beal Ertate and Rent-
als. Trneheart building.
Deaf Mute', Dela
Chicago, Jan. 29. --K. S. Sulecki
and his wife, deaf mutes,- were found
asphyxiated in the borne today.
clasped in each other's arms. It is











Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.
a continuing necessity to you,
give your want advertising too
"elitys off."
If new but:tine:se acquaintances are
don't
niany
If you will "go and wee even a
smell part of the real. estate adver-
tised today you will have learned-
and, perhaps, earned-something.
If, in starting upon a trip, eau
learnt:al at the railway station that
for-some occult reason the scheduled
trains would not Tun that day, you
would have the sante kind of feeling
toward that eallroad that one of a
store's patron's h-as toward ,the store
on a day when no advertising ap-
pears---and a 'Chopping trip has been
planned.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ling
437 F. Levin.
H. H. MEYER, tae fresco artist.
Old phone 1561. •
FOR RENT-Storeroom, Fifth &
Jefferson st-eets. John Dean. •
ROOM and board, 408 Washington.
Old phone SW.
WANTED - Gentlemen boarders.
Mrs. J. C. Walker, 1148-Broadway.
CLOIRES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Mute 956-a.
OVICESTREL11/, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FOR RENT-Furnished,, upstairs
front room 626 Norte Sixth.
WANTED-Position by stenogra-
pher. Address Z, Sun.
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
638 South 'Third. Furniture bought
and sold. New phone 90t0-a.
FOR RENT-Cheap three con-
necting rooms, with bath, 918 Mon-
roe.
WANTED -birl to cook and aselst
in_ housework. Apply at 8419 Ken-
tucky avenue.
FOR RENT-The ouse number
115 South Second street. Apply to
Biederman Distilling Co., next door.
WANTED - Stenographer and
typewriter, either man or lady. Ad-
dress Emerson Floating theater, city.
I WISH to announce to the ladies
that I have moved my dressmaking
parlors from 615 Jefferson to 219
North Sieth, Miss Eva Nutt, Modiste,
Road. Saloniea. European Turkey, Jan,
29.- It Is reported here on good au-
thority that a Greek band recently
burned two houses filled with people
FOR RENT-Three room house,
with bath. 315 Ohio street. Inquire
West Kentucky Coal Co., Second
and Ohio streets.
SMNI) your ele,tles to the Pauli=
lees Pressing club, 31)2 1/2 Broad way
High & Browder, proprietors. Bets
phones 1.507.
IVANtFlie--Imittilitrtous young man
for bookkeeper, stenographer and
office work Must write rood hand
and have good habits. Address X..
this office.
FOR SALE -1erase on flat 44. in
Cochran apartments, and a lot of
handsome furniture, carpets and
draperies in use only two weeks. Ap-
ply at the Sat.
-Obit RENT--Two story ore room
residence on Jefferson etreet on
IC. E. Jennings,
A REWARD will be load for the
return of a white bull terrier pupple
answering the name of "Hooligan"
or -ireth" to The Sun office, other-
wise prosecution will follow.
LOST-Large Sterling silver belt
buckle of rose design, between Third
and Madison and Ogilvie's or between
Ogilvie's and Third and Jones street.
Return to this office and receive re-
ward.
WANTED-For U. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
tipples to recruiting officer, New Rich-
mond House, Padscah", Ky.
WANTED-To buy life insurance
policies that have been in force front
seven to twenty years; also endow-
ment 'Weems. We pay a larger
amount in cacti than does the com-
pany in which you are insured. If in-
teresteci, pnone 127, H. C. Hollina,




Consul General Rodgers, at,freanit-'
hal, cabled the state departindee un-
der today's date relative to the Chi-
nese famine as follows:
"Strong;y advised that money con-
tributions be sent instead of food at
present. Provisions can be 'purchased
r-at Shanghai at favorable prices.
Time saved is a great object."
Civil War in eenezuela.
Willianexadt. Jan. 29.--Governor
Mate. termer minister of public
works of Venezuela, and a number of
armed troops were killed in a con-
flict 'wtth armed followers of Vice
President Gomez, of Venezuela,
day night • accord lug to ad vices re-
ceived here.
REAL ESTATE .I1CTIVE.
This is the prittio‘r W.10141111 for plac-
ing your ri•tal estate with a live agent.
The market is just open. Ple.ne 127,
H. Heal Fo.ate awl !tint-
Trueheart
Twenty Killed.
- Paris, Inn-. 28-----Twenty miners
are reported killed in an explosion of
fire damp which occurred In the
yen mine near LI lie
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Almost ever:, body knows that II-
cenre should he paid in January; yet
some people scem -to forget It. This
Is intended as a friendly reminder
FOR YOI'R GOOD.
Ten per cent must be added to all
licentie after February let. Naturally
(hit is not a pleasant obligation to
settle. It is also an unpleasant duty
for the treasurer to collect le. There-
fore endeavor to avoid It by your -
prompt attention.
Every business, occupation, agency
and protessiOn is liable for a lieennot.
Kindly call at the city treasurer's
nitre at your alt rl fest convenience
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Child Labor Statistics Published
Westgate:ea, hue 211.--The exteriOststisties were specially compiled,17,-
to which child labor fs employed in 9$.11 or 75.9 per cent, were living, intire United States is set forth in a homes with their parents, 3,380,rep-
bulletin issued by the census bureau resenting 14.3 per cent., were living
yesterday. Toe-statistics - presented with widowed mothers and 578, or
are for_ 1900 alel relate to the em- 2.4 per cent, with mother.: who were
ployment cf ehlldren as bread-win- apart from their husbands and
ners, of whole 1,750,000, in round whose economic position was, there-
numbers, between the ages of 10 itore, likely to be analogous to teat
and • 15 were ,so employed. Bread- of a widow. The number of children
lrintlerit Cr. defined as Weise earning that were either fatherless or were
money regularly by labor, contrIbut- not living with fathers was 4,943,
lag tos the family support of mere-.
clably assisting . In mechanical or
agricultural industry. By far the
most important occupation for chil-
dren is that of agricultural laborers.
the numbers of children 10 to 15
years old so employed being 1,054,
446.
Next in Importance comes domes-
tic service or the occupations of ser-
vants and waiters, in which 138,065
children were employed, most of
them- being ghee.
Agee of Those Empldied.
About one-third of the children
employed In gainful occepetions
were fifteen years o:d and more than
one-half were 14 to 15 years old.
The number under 14 was 790,623,
or 4e.2 per cent. Of the total number
of child bread winners 1-4 toells-yeerse
of age .2.2 per cent, was boys.
Almost iulariably the eercentegei
of break winners is me b greater
among foreign born children than
among native born. The percentage
among negro children is much high-
er than among white chinirene
The cotton mills furnish employ-
ment to children to a greater eft-at
than any other manufacturing or me-
chanical industry. In 1900 the num-
ber of cotton m1:I operatives 10 to 15
years of age was 44,427.
Of :he 71.622 messengers and er-
rand and office boys in the United
States 62 per. cent. were „district and
telegraph messengers and errand
boys. 23.3 per cent. were office boya
and 14.7 per cent. were bundle and.
cash boys or girls.
Nine-tenths of the children insfich
service are boys.
. The occupation of the textile work-
er or the needle trades furnishes em-
ployment to 35,070 chleiren between
10 and 15 years old, of whom 5,315
were boys and 29,934 were girls. The
total number of children 10 to 16
years-old engaged in the tobacco mid
cigar factories waS 11,462. Of the
49,998 glass workers 5.365 or 10.1
per cent, were from 10 to 15 years
old.
Of. the 23.657 children for whom
representing about one-fifth of the
total, number.
School Children.
The percentage of school children
in total population, 3 to 9' years old,
enumerated in the United States, was
59.3, which is only a little higher
than the percentage (50.66) shown nor and ether mate officers will be
for the selected families included in he'sd here the letter pact of May or
this study. Of the number of chit- the first of June. Chairman Ernie,
dren 10 to 14 years of age in these of the Repubisoan state centime coin-
families only 31.9 per cent. we atilimittee, has called ik_leteeting or the
ocil while The corresponding per- committee In Lou4evidie February 15
eentage for the total number of edit-Ito decide tee time end place of the
JUNE CONVENTION IFWARE OF
FOR REPUBLICANS THE BACKACHE
To Nominate Candidates For
Governor and State Offices
Louiaville Police Are Seeking Horace
Laniptme Lover of Katie
Bryant.
CHARGED WITH HER MIlliDEIL
dren of that age In the United States
was 79.S. But after these children
reactrothe age at which the opportu-
nity for employment as wage earn-
ers begins, tneir school attendance
su ffers.
ieOrthie total number of children 10
to 14 years old in the United States
7.1 per cent. were illiterate as com-
pared with MR per cent. for the
child bread winners of the same age
included in this tabulation. For the
messengers and errand and office
boys the per cent, of illiteracy is
comparatively small.
By far tan greatest degree of illit-
eracy is shown for the children in
cotton mills. In the south almost one-
half of the cotton mill operatives 10
to 14 years of age are illiterate and
about one-fourth of those 15 to 20
years of age. The smaller percentage
In the older group of operatives
would indicate that a goad many of
these children lerrn to read and
write after they are 10 years old. But
the percentage of illiteracy in the ol-
der group is still very high, render-
ing It probable that large numbers of l
these children are deitined to re- 1
main illiterate for the' rest of their 
If you eajoy muffins and waffles,
try Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour and
you will be delighted.
The average day's pay in the map
Industry and other manufacturing
industries of Marseilles is 58 cents:
dock hands get twice that.
6060111malleslimew
A LAZY LIVER
May be only a tired liver, or a, starved liver. It would be a stupid as
well as savage thing to beat a weary or starved man because he lagged
--in his work. So in treating the lagging, torpid liver it is a great
mistake to lash it with strong dra.stic drugs. A torpid liver is but an
indication of an ill-nourished, enfeebled body whose organs are weary
with over-work. Start with the stomach and allied organs of digestion
and nutrition. Put them in working order and see how quickly your
liver will become active. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has
made many marvelous cures of "liver complaint," or torpid liver,
by its wonderful control over the organs of digestion and nutrition. It
restores the normal activity of the stomach, increases the secretions of
the. blood-making glands, cleanses the system of poisonous accumu-
lations, and so relieves the liver of the burdens imposed upon it by the
defection of other organs.
Symptoms. if you have bitter or Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. D., of
bad taste i• he morning, poor or vane Bennett Medical College, Chicago, says
aoleappo • e,coated tongue, fouibreath, of Golden Seal root: "It is a moatoonitipated or irregular bowels, feel superior remedy in _catarrhal gastritisweak, tired, despondent, frequent (inflammation of the stomach ),chronieheadaches, pain or dietress in "small of constipation, general debility, in con-
back," gnawing or distressed feeling in valeecee m ce fro  protracted fevers, instomach, perhaps nausea, bitter or sour I prostrating night-sweats. if is as is,-"risings' ill therms after eating, and portant remedy in dtsordere of the womb."kindred- symptoms of weak stomach (This agent, Golden Seal root, is anand torpid liver, or biliousness, no important ingredient of Dr. Pierce'smedicine will relieve you more promptly Favorite Prescription for woman's weak-or curs you more permanently than negate, as well as of the "Golden Med-Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. ical Discovery.") Dr. Ellingivood con-Perha sonlystpart of the abovesymp- times, "in all catarrhal oonditiona ittoms will be present at one time and is useful."
yet point to torpid liver, or biliousness
and weak stomach. Avoid all hot Mead
and biscuit, griddle cakes and other
indigestible food and take the "Golden
Medical Discovery" regularly and dirk
to Its we until you are vigorous and
strong.
Of Golden Seal root which is one of
the prominent ingredients of "Golden 
Golden Seal root in the cure of all the
veriest/ diseases; as set forth in theMedical Discovery" Dr. Roberta Barth-
olow, of Jefferson abeve brief extracts, for its mostn Medical College, says: prominent and important ingredie• is
olden Seal root. This agent is, how-
ever, strongly reinforced, and itaccura-
tire action greatly enhanced by the
addition, in just the right proportion
"Hydrant's exercises (Golden Seal root) eise
of Queen's root, Stone root, Black
Cherrvbark, Bloodroot, nfendrake rootan especial influence over mucous eur-
and chemically pure glycerine. All offaces. Upon the liver it acts with equal these are happily and harmoniouslycertainty and efficacy. As a cholagogne blended into a twist perfect phar-(liver invigorator) it has few eguals." maceutical compound, now favocablyDr. Coe also advises it for affections of known throughout most of the civilisedthe spleen and other abdominal viscera countries: of the world. Bear in mindgenerally, nd for sciefulo sand land- that e ch and evervengtheptienterifigular dines 5, cu afie01/11 erup ions in- int ecover " has received thedigestion, debility, • . • ea, en orsemen o e ea ingconstipation, else in a •eral affections men 7iT einfataref, etio egeolettecti artraii
medjieSl
peculiar to women -eel in all chronic.
derangements liver, also for 
uge—Err-117'er in TEi. highest tenni
chronic rnmat n of bladder, for 
Winit o er dicine put Up tor 
through draggis can elite any sudawhic r it is one of the prokisitmal endorsement 7 Tor aye-most iatile age of cure " peps llver todiGles, cEronic cater-
cinnat • of the AuSiltICAS 
Po John King. M D • late of Che 
ue 
DI rhal affections of whatever name ornature, lingering cough,, bromide!,reneeroke, gives it a prominent place
among medicinal agents, reiterates all throat and lung affections, the "Di.-
the foregoing writers have said ervery" can be relied upon as mover-about
it, as does also Prof. John M. Scudder, sign "nledy•
M. D., late of Cincinnati. Dr. Scudder A little hook of extracts treating ofears: "Ii et i mukites the diFessiee pro- all the several ingredients entering into
coulee and increase* the assunilation of I Dr. Pierce's medicine', being extracts
food. By i.helie means the blood 4.en; from •thmterti medical works, of therithed. • • * the consequent improve- ; different school of praetioe will be
; mailed free to any one (by Tillakit.mete, on the glandnler and nervous
terns are natural remits." Dr. card or letter) for the earn., 'Admitted
further says, "in relation to it. puma i to Dr. R. V. Piero., DuCalo, N. Y., and
effeetepon the orstem, there is net !midi. Iselin' the writeesifttil eutt-offire sd-
vies de so &iowf tchte;le there tie tr4SpS45IS1I wriMess-peseratesavamitt of di/Olio's. It is styli- Don't seeept a enbetitate of nnknownPavan!, regarded as the tonic
'
useful composition for tide non-secret ugut•in all debilitated edam • • •." ICISS Olt xxows ooltrormos.
"Very useful as a stoinachtc (stomach)
tonic and in atonic dyspepsia. Cures
gastric (stomach) catarrh and head-
aches accompanying same."
Dr. Grover Coe, of New York, says:
Much more, did space permit, conid
be quoted from prominent authorities
as to the wonderful curative properties
possessed by Golden Seal root.
We want to assure the reader that
"Golden Medical Discovery" can be
relied upon to do all that is claimed for
Louisville, Jan. 29.—The ItePub-
titan state convention to nominate




Ky., Jan. 29.—The po-
lice are seek-lug Horses Ilampton, the
traveltag ES14.131111111, whit was indicted
Sftuncreiry es en ecceisory before the
fact of the murder of Kaotile Bryaret.
the Hodgenvkile, Ky., girl who cLed
in Louisville under such tragic Cir-
cumstances. Isampton has been mak-
ing hts headquarters in Dayton, 0.,
end since the death of'the girl he
had been kept under quiet surveil-
kince until recently, when he disap-
peared. It is not known wbore he
iso now.
FIND FORGED SCRIP AT PEORIA
Bogus School Securities Discovered
Bidden in Box of Rubbish.
Peoria 111., Jan. 29.--With the
fihding of a bundle of forged school
scrip executed by Newton C. Dough-
erty, ex-superintendent of public
schools, in a box ef rubbish at the
public library building ,the members
of the school board now hope for
favorable outcome of the suitsagainst
treasurers and bondsmen for the
amount of the shortages. The scrip
has been locked up In a safety depos-
it box and will be kept there until of-
fered in evidence in court. When the
school board safe was blown ( pen
several weeks ago,. and what was
thought to be all of the Dougherty
forged scrip stolen, there Wag con-
sternation In the school board. The
prosecution expected to prove Dough-
erty's signature to the scrip and se-
cure judgment against him, upon
which they would be able to procee.1
with liens against the property of
other members of the Dougherty
family and his relatives. It is known
that Dougherty gave a large amount
of his property to his sone and daugh
ter and members of his wife's fami-
ly. It was drat necessary to get judg-
ment before anything could be done
to recover the property which he had
transferred.
BAILEY DECEIVED.
Not Told. Hhat Waters-Pierce and
Standard Were Same,
Austin, Texas, Jan.. 29.--It was
learned today that J. D. Johnson, of
St. Louis, attorney for the Waters-
Pierce 011 company in Mit teeitimaey
last night befere the legislative com-
mittee Which is investigating the
charges against Senator Bailey, gave
an account of a conference between
Waters-Pierce Oil 'company and
Standard 011 company officirais, which
was held at Stendand Oil headquar-
ters. 26 Broadway, New York, Sere
tali, at which. Mr. Halley wee present.
He said Mr. Bailey was informed at
that conference for the first time that
be held been deceived into bettering
the. the Standard company owned
none .of the stock the Waters
Pierce company. Mr. Halley became
very indignant at the d:e•eption irhich
had been practiced upon bizn. Mr.
!Johnson said, said arose and left Um
,conference, telling .1. II. Archboldl
and other Standard Oil men present
'teat they ought to all be in the Pen
Renner!. eund that be would help to
put them there.
Good ROM!, in Tennessee.
Naehville, Jan. 29.- -The good
road, fever has struck Tennessee in
a veritable epidemic form, asset if tee!
state legislature acts favvrabIS- on ail
the petitions from the various coun-
ties asking tee right too home bonds
for county road improvements mine-
thing mone than $2.000;040 will be
invieted In good roads In that Mate
En the next year and a -half.
Good Things.
Srnere--The majority of the rith
people who patronise us artlitt's don't
know anything about art.
...Merritt— My boy. It's a lucky
thing for you that they don't.. —
Febritary Smart Set.
• No chance for disappointment if
toe sense Mrs. Austin's Pancake*,
All grocer* sell It.
6
A Prescription to Prevent Se-
rious Kidney Disease
Lame Back and Urinary Trouble:.
Ate the Danger Signals to
Guard Against.
ANYONE CAN MIX IT AT HOME
Many neople succumb every year
to some form of kidney trouble than
any other cause. The sligntest form
of kidney derangement often devei-
opes into Bright's gidney disease,
diabetes or dropsy. When either of
these dimities ace suspected the suf-
' reset -should- at-enee- seek --the-- beet
medical attention evesible. Consult
only a good first-class physician.
:eave patent medicines alone.
Toe are many of the lesser symp-
toms of kidney trouble which can be
treated at home is stated by a well
known authortty. For some of these
eateb -as baterateres-pain- hi the region
of the kidneys, weak bladder, fre-
quency, (especially at night) pain-
ful (scalding and otner urinary
troubles, try th following ,simple
home remedy: Fluid Extract Dande-
lion, one-half ounce, Compound Kar-
gon one ounce Compound Syrup
Sarsapari:la, three ounces. These
vegetable ingredients are harmless
and can be obtained at any good pre-
scription pharmacy and anyone can
mix them by snaking well in a bottle.
The dose fer adults is a teaspoonful
after each meal and again at bed-
t tine.
There is no better general remedy
known to relieve all forms of rheu-
matism either because It acts direct-
ly upon the kidneys and blood. It
cleans the clogged up pores in the
kidneys so they can filter and strain
from the blood the poisonous uric
acid and waste matter which if not,
eliminated remain in the blood, de-
compose and settle about the joints
and muscular tissues causing the
ugtoid suffering and deformity of
rheumatism. •
Backache is nature's signal notify-
ing the sufferer that tne kidneys are
not acting properly. "Take care of
your kidneys " is now the physician's
vice to his patients.
Greek and Roman Artillery.
oe
What Ancient Cannon Were Like,
tly Alfred Gradenwitz, in the Techni-
cal World :Magazine for January, is
a very interesting account of the re-
construction of the ordnance used by
the Greeks end Romans. Says the
Writer in the course of his article:
Greek ordnance—which was adept
ed by the Romans without any mater-
ial alteration--Was, a:most withiatit
exceptions, dependent on the hand-
bow principle. On trying to shoot a
larger bullet to greater distances, the
elastic arms of the bow were neces-
sarily made so strong as to be no
longer susceptible of tightening by





ith levers or hand-
y, as the power -of
bows altogether failed to ensure the
efficiency desired, their bending elas-
ticity wita teplaced by the tension
elasticity of neura, that he ropes made
from animal sihewe, woman's hair,
or, in an emergency, horsehair.
The only incorruptible public offi-




Now gold exclusively by
Will J. Gilbert
This is an announcement of
peculiarlipterest to every lady
in Paducah, but most par-
ticularly to brunettes, for Car-
men is made for them. It is
an invisible but very effective
face powder for brunettes
and co ties in three shades.
You probably know Carmen









IS NOT CARED FOR
Kentucky Congressman Smoth
ere Appropriation
.Appropriation for Diplomatic Service
similes Up to the Require-
ments.
SMITE FAMILY IN CONGRESS.
Wash1ngtom Jan. 29.- -Kentucky
isn't going to be committed, me appro-
priating $50,000 of Uncle Sam's
money for the bera't of fregs an.:
Frenchmen. When the house com-
mittee on agriculture was engaged
this week, in going ($ser the items of
bee-appropriation bill, Represene'
tative Trimble, of Kentucky jumped
to his feet when the izein of $50,000
for the biological survey was reached.
It developed that this amount was
wanted to permit of investigatOns in-
to the best means for propagating
frogs and to discover in Just what
waters their hind legs would grow
beet and quickest. Mr. Trimble de-
clared with true Kentucky eloquence
that frog legs weren't fit to eat any-
way and that only Frenchmen show-
ed such depraved tastes. So out
went the item.
The Smith Family.
The election of William Alden
Smith, of Michigan, to the senate has'
led to an investigation of toe records,
with a view to ascertaming Just how
many of this notel family have occu-
pied seats iu the upper house of
congress. They air- a numerous clan
and were well represented in the
continental congress. The first
Smite, however, to occupy a seat in
the senate tame from Tennessee. He
was Daniel Smith, and was appointed
to fill the vacancy caused by the res-
ignation of Andrew Jackson. Under
the appointment he served three
months, but was duly elected in 1805
and served until 1809. From 1859
to 1893 the words show that no
Smith worelrhe toga. In the latter
year New Jersey sent James Smith,
Jr., Democrat, to. the senate, and he
served one full term. Peculiarly
enough, William Alden Smith is the
first Republican of that.came to oc-
cupy a seat im the Rich Men's club.
_
Waterways Work.
,o Chairman Burton, of the house
committee ori rivers and harbors this
week lifted the flood gate, and tumb-
ling onto the floor came the greatest
appropriation bill ever presented in
the American congress for the de-
velopment of the nation's waterways.
Probably no bill of the present session
has received such exhaustive and
searching attention as this measure.
The country at large recognizes that
it present prosperity Is to continue
the waterways, must be developed to
provide a new means of tirapaporta-
tion, for it has been snown plaints-
and painfully that the commerce of
the United States has far eutstripped
the railroads' capacity to handle it.
There is certain to be Much acrimon-
ious debate over the passage of the
bill, for the reason that the vast
number of meritorious enterprises
believe they should be recognized
more liberally. This will lead to a
rapid cross fire of debate, but It is
morally certain that it will not in any
sense imperil the message of the
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--




You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures am old, and
_uns_a*larY,
Modern plumbed and bath room equipment
makes your borne heahhy and comfortable.
VIrsarkasr plunifieng fixtures are the most durable
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle ibis hoe
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled, experienced labor with lea.
satiable prices and prompt savice.
E. D. Hannan
Removal Sale of A1 Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room—now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the tneantitne we have made startling re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the present and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per ,cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
 Ans•Nommememami
minent manufacturers and merchants
of the country, its request is bound
to carry weight. There are also dis-
tinct indications that other recommen
dations of this national convention
will be folicwed, chief among these
:s an earnest reggest for more sanity
In the framing of laws governing bug-
eSiiedilitiy the
passage of unlform laws for the con-
trol of corporations and their pro-
tecition against confliction and un-
thinking legiiini'ae aneeted by the-
different state legislatures. It has
been only through economies of pro-
duction that the United States has
been able to build up its export trade
to approximately $1,800.000,000 a
year, and it is realized that if this
trade is shaken by unwise laws, toe
effect will be felt disastrouriy by'
every class of the people.
Preserve Forests. "
The disastrous results accompany-
ing the floods In the Ohio Valley
have caused genuine concern here in
Washtngton. It is recognized that the'
cutting of the forests has had much
to do with the annual recurrence of
these floods, andia careful study of
conditions is being made in the hope
that some means may be found to
pretent them. To this end, it is
measure becanse of rise general re- iprobable that the principal engineers
incognition that the subject requiree the country may be asked to alsu -
broad and patriotic consideration if trait ideas. While no steps yet have
been taken, it is understood that W.the nation's rivers and harbors es
whole are te be Weedily bettered. $0-- McAdoo of New York, woo con-
,Congressman Joseph E. Ransdell. of ceived and superintended the con-
'Louisiana, Its president of the nation- struction of the great tunnel under
the Hudson river, will be among
those asked to submit In opinion. It
is unlikely that Mr. McAdoo will be
al rivers and harbors congress, has
Ilabored for years to obtain for water-
ways improvement toe recognition
that its importance demands. As a able to make a prompt report, for he
is at present It the Huniestead hotelresult his colleagues are extending
In Hot 8pr-time - Va., where he tak-their hearty congratulations on the
extent of the present hill. Mr. ing the mineral baths in an effort
!Mover his health, wbich Is not, Ramedell declares, however, that the --to1
national rivers and harbors congress altbgether ratlsfactory. He Is re-
ported to be making rapid strides toi w;11 not relax its efforts nor modi-
ify its demand that an annual appro.';
owlation of not less than $50.000,000
, be made to carry on this great work
that Is of such vital Importance to -the
business interests ofethe entire coun-
try.
Diplomatic Bill.
The mileage by the house of the
diplomatic appropriation bill this
week gave opportunity for the die-
cession of general polities. It pro-
vides $3,000,000 tor the diplomatic
service, but the Rent of an addition-
'al 1500.000 to provide better quart-
ers for the country's representatives
i abroad was stricken out on a point
of order. In the struggle of the
United States for the commercial
supremacy of the world, it is proba-
ble that in succeeding sessions of
Congress tnisi especial bill will take
On Increasing Importance. Strong
pleas for comprehensive tipper/Via-,
tione were made at the recent seeitior
of the nattonal i•onvontion lei: the ex-1
tension of the foreign commerce of
the United States, and as this organ.'
!stilton Is composed of the inost pro-
THE RE.iSON WHY
only the purest, freshest drugs
enter our prescriptions Is, that
with our large and growing
business, we are able to turm
over our stock of medicines,
Flic_micalit and pharenaceutical
iireparations a dozen times a
year, where a smaller drug-
gist can move his supplies
only once or twice. In dila
way our p escriptions are
fresh, potent and of depend-
able quality and nre sure to
act as your physician expects.
Eiitreme can, is given each
prescription by competent reg-





recovery, however, and it is probable
that he will stop here on eta way
back to New York for a conference
with the proper officials. The im-
Meese loss in lives and money'
chargeable to these annual floods has
stirred the administration to the ire-
ceasity for taking some decisive
actien.
Paimina lints. •
Thosseserho declare that teat the
Panama hat is as much a thing of the
past as the old-fashioned "toddy,-
are confuted by the letter of Consul'
Demers, of Barranquilla, Columbia,
just made public by the Departmgnt
of Commerce and Labor, Consul
Deifies declares that not less thak
$40e,000 worth o: these hats were
exported from Colombia last year,
the industry ranking in importance
with coffins, gold hides, cattle, to-
bacco and 'rubber. These hats are
not .made in factories, but are turned
out • by toe peasant women in their
hordes the women trading the at
the stores for household neeeesittes.
If it it any satisfaction 't'o the men
who pays $12.50 for a bat that costs
$3 in the Central American republic,
he may like to know that the i.itts
are made from the fibre of the palm
known leeatee as "jipa-jaira," the
name of Which is pronounced by the
benigated-heathen of those parts as
"hialpy-happy." Barranquilla sent her
/fret Panama hat to , the United
States in 1899, since which time the
trade has grown enormously and IS
likely to continue to increase, accord-
ing to Consut Demers.
. ASSIGNEE'S NOTICE.
Public. nctice is hereby given to
all of the crestiors of .1. R. Roberts
that the undersigned, Ed. Farlee, as-
signee of J R. Roberta, will attend
at his office 1800 Meyers St., in the
city of Paducah. Ky., on (he 14th day
of February, 1e07, where oho will sit
to receive claims and hoar proof in
regard to the same against the estate
of J. R. Roberts, whiideeestate has
been assigned to the undersigned,
Ed. Farley, as assignee, as will be
seen sby DEED OF ASSIGNMENT
dated Jan. 10, 1907, filed in the
comity court clerk's office of MeCrack
en County Kentucky, and he will con-
tinue his sittings at mid place for
the purposes aforesaid for at least
two weeks and all creditors failing
to Present their claims at the time
named, Or within Dome months there-
after verified according to law, shall
be deemed to have, waived their
rights to any part of the neatened es-
thte In ticeordaniey with section 90 of
the goatucky 3tatutes.
ED. FARLEY,. AssIghie.
Packtunh, Ky., Jan, 19, 1907.
------e----- i
1 Direrter—"Say„my, man. bow Is Itthat Shakeepeare** itaLue is standing
oath. pedestal merited Scott?"




hies S1 a Day., Era-liking 0,11
Mrs. J. A. Latkan,
esen
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Kidney Disease
Nature has given you kidneys to
keep your blood clean and pure. As
the blood flows through them the
waste matter it brings from all over
your body is filtered out through
millions of little tubes, so small that
they can be seen only under a micro-
scope. Unless these tiny tubes are
kept open, waste matter accumulates
in your blood.
If the blood is chilled in any part
of your body, or held back by pres
sure or injury, uric acid turns into
little crystals, resembling sharP grains
of fine sand. Over-feeding also may
produce so much waste- matter that
your blood can't keep the uric acid
dissolved, and the crystals are formed.
Your kidneys cannot pass these crys-
tals—they lodge and collect in the
little filtering tubes, where they
scratch and irritate the tender fibres.
just as grains a-sand would do in
your eye. This irritation causes the
pain in your back which warns you of
kidney disease, Bright's Disease and
death. .3
At the very first sign of kid-
ney disease, you must take LIFE
PLANT. LIFE PLANT has the
power of dissolvIng- the hard uric
add grains, being provided by 'Na-
ture for just that purpose. You will
feel relief from the first, and in a short
time LIFE PLANT.will have gently
washed every trace of 'uric acid out of
your kidneys (or wherever else it
may exist) and give the organ back
its blood-purifying powers. Thous-
ands have saved themselves by
taking LIPE PLANT. Read what
Mr. John Lemon, of Wadsworth,
Ohio, says:. •
"In regard to your medicine, I think it can't be
beat in the world. Once I Was L, bad that I could
not walk. I took one bottle and can say that I
feel all right. My kidneys troubled me and I WU
r dizzy'in toy head. That has about all left me. I
think one more bottle will fix me all right. I can't
lay too much for Life Plant.' 
If you have any trouble whatever,
write your symptoms to I. J. Mizer,
M. D., President of the Life Plant
Co., who will send you his personal
advice, free. Our book—GOOD
HEALTH—mailed to anyone free
on request. •




In most cases are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and LNFLAM-
ItIATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in
filmed membranes lining the neer





Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kid
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidney. and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
by McPberson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents far Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of price to brit Medicine Co., Lou
teethe, Ky.
NEW STATE MTH
D. A. Ballet. Prop.
METROPOLIS.
Newest and best hotel in the et)
Rates ;zoo, Two large sampic
rooms: Bath rooroe. Electric
lignts. The only centrally locats?
hotel in the city.
Csissercial Pstrnars Slicked.
1 Oak Dale Hotel
Mtn AND WOMEN
ran Big ei tor annular*
Is t Is 6 Mms. itiorhsrpos.iatuattistlea.
risorowswa Irritatioris or siemstion•
mot*. of mucous membranes
Alloke.e.. Painless, sad not salvia
MISES= GC lest or poloonoss.
C11100/1101,1 Ii•bl by Dremsfelb
or wont la ,:sin wraps,.
hy florae, PsAMIt. To
UN A
LAZY LIV
"1 end C  an good that I would note
without them/ I R1111 troohlud a gross dos' with
torpid Ilror and hrodacha. Now glace taking
Cssearoto Courts I fool very mach bans'.
Isbell eurtaauly rs.futaissed Sbous Ms s.y trimids
so dmhct modlein• I have seer 'APIS."
Alias Basisot, Osborn Mb us. LY.H War, Mem
flavor Ederon. askew or Uri . bet. Narait
rlaaaant. Paltaah!r Potent. Tewte annd, DO Owed.






By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of "The Circle," Etc.
Copyright. 1904. by Harper Cr Brothers
,mmswromattatimme
CHAPTER II.
N the Morning following the
night of fog Chilcote woke at 9.
He woke at the moment that
his man Alisopp tiptoed across
the room and laid the salver with his
early cup of tea on the table beside the
bed.  
For several seconds he lay with his
,in•es shut. The effort of opening them
on a fresh day—the intimate certainty
of what he would see on opening them
—seemed to weight his lids. The heavy,
half closed curtains,- the blinds severely
drawn, the great room with Its splen-
did furniture, its sober coloring. Its
scent of damp London winter—above
all. Allsopp. silent, respectful and re-
spectable—were the things to dread.
A full minute passed while he still
feigned sleep. Ile heard Allsopp stir
discreetly, then the Inevitable informa-
tion broke the silence:
"Nine o'clock, sir!"
He opened his eyes, murmured some-
thing and closed them again.
The man moved to the window,
quietly pulled back the curtains and
half drew the blind.
"Better night, sir, I hope?" he ven-
tured softly.
Chileote had drawn the bedclothes
over his face to screen himself from
the daylight, murky though it was.
"Yes," be responded. "Those beast-
ly nightmares didn't trouble me for
once." He shivered a little as at some
recollection. "But don't talk—don't re-
mind me of them. I hate a man who
has no originality." Ile spoke sharply.
At times he showed an almost childish
Irritation over trivial things.
Allsopp took the remark in silence.
Crossing the wide room, he began to
lay out his master's clothes. The ac-
tion affected Chilcote to fresh annoy-
ance.
"Confound it"' he said "I'm sick of
that routine! I can see you laying out
my winding sheet the day of my
burial. Leave those things. Comb
back in half an hour."
Allsopp allowed himself one glance
at his master's figure huddled in the
great bed: then, laying aside the coat
he. was holding, he moved to the door.
With his fingers on the handle, be
paused.
"Will you breakfast in your own
room, sir, or downstairs?"
Chileote drew the clothes more tight-
ly round his shoulders. "Oh, anywhere
—nowhere!" he said. "I don't care."
Allsopp softly withdrew.
Left to himself, Chilcote sat up in
bed and lifted the salver to his knees.
The sudden movement jarred him
physically. He drew a handkerchief
mfrom under the pillow and , wiped his
forehead. Then he held his hand to the
light and studied it. The hand looked
sallow and unsteady. With a nervous
mature lie thrust the salver back upon
the table and slid out of bed.
Moving hastily across the room, he
stopped before one of the tall ward-
robes and swung the door open; then.
after a furtive glance around the room,
he thrust his hand into the recesses
of a shelf and funitied there. The
thing be sought was evidently not
hard to find, for almost at once he
withdrew his hand and moved from
the wardrobe to a table beside the fire-
Place, carrying a small glass tube filled
Nvith tabloids.
Oh the table were a decanter, a
,iphoteand a water jug. Mixing some
whisky, be uncorked the tube. Again
he glanceil apprehensively toward the
door, then with a very nervons hand
dropped two tabloids Into the glass.
While they dissolved he stood with
his hand on the table and his eyes ft
el on the door, critic:any restral ng
his impatience. Instantly they had
disappeared he seised the glass and
drained it at a draft. replaced tbe
bottle in the wardroand, shivering
slightly In the raw air, slipped back
Into bed. , ,
When Allsopp returned he was sit-
ting up, a cigarette between his lips,
the fantail) standing empty on the
salver. The nervous Irritability had
gone from his manner. Ile no longer
moved jerkily; his eyes looked bright-
er, his pale akin more healthy.
"Ab, Allsopp," he said, "there are
some moments in life, niter all. It
isn't all blank wall."
"I ordered breakfast in the small
morning room, sir." said Allsopp, with-
out a change of expression.
Chneote breakfusted at 10. Ills ap-
petite, always fiekle. was particularly
uncertain in the early Wen's. He help-
ed himself to some fish, but sent away
his plate untouched; then, having
drunk two cups of tea: he pushed hack
II! chair, lighted a fresh cigarette and
shook out the morning's newspaper.
Twice he ilidtik It out and twice turn-
ed it, but the relnetanee to fix Ms mind
upon It'made him daily. The effect of
the morphia tabiolds was still appar-
ent In the greater steadiness of hie
hand and eye, the regained quiet of hie
suseeptibilitlea, but the respite was
temporary and lethargic. The emsrly
dayn--the days of eix years ago, when
these tabloids meant an even sweep of
thought, lucidity-et brain, a balance of
ipdgment In thought end' effort—were
days of the past. As be Mid laid of
Lexington end his vim the VIM had
become master.
As lie folded the paper in a last at-
tempt al ipterest the door opened, and
bis seerehtry Are a step or two Into
time mom.
"Good morning, sir." he saki. "For-
give me for being so untimely."
. Re was a freak usastusred. - bright
er4 Pqr 00:wenTtiolt, 1414_wees,
alertness, his deference, as to a 'man
who had attained what he aspired to.
amused and depressed Chilcote by
tarns.
"Good morning, Biessington. What
I. it now?" He sighed through habit
and, putting up his band, warded off
a  far of 01113- that had forced Itself
through the misty atmosphere as if by
mistake.
The boy smiled. "It's that business
of the Wark Umber contract, sir." he
said. "You promised you'd look into
it today. You know you've shelved it
for a week already. and Craig-Bur-
uage are rather clamoring for tID.
awer." Ile moved forward lied laid
the papers he was carrying on the ta-
ble beside Chilcote., s'I'm sorry to be
such a nuisance," he added. -I hope
your nerves aren't worrying you to-
day?"
Chileote was toying with the papers.
At the word nerves he glanced up sue-
piciously. But Biessington's ingenuous
awe satisfied
"No," he said. "I settled my nerves
last night with—With a bromide. I
knew that fog would upset me unless
I took precautions."
"I'm glad of that, sir, though I'd
it-old bromides. Bad habit to set up.
But this Warksbusiateas—I'd like to get
it under way if you have no objection."
Chileote Passed his fingers over the
papers. "Were you out in that fog last
night. Blessington?"
"No, sir. I supped ,with some people
,at the Savoy. and we just missed it. It
was very partial, I believe."
"So I believe."
Blessington put his hand to his neat
tie and pulled it. He was extremely
polite, but he bad an Inordinate sense
of duty.
"Forgive me, sir," he said, "but about
that contract? I know I'm a frightful
bore."
"Oh, the contract!" Chileote looked
about him absently. "By the way, did
you see anything of my wife yester-
day? What did she do last night?"
"Mrs. Chilcote gave me tea yesterday
afternoon. She told me she was din-
"I fret thapnr sirpcncc I'd chuck it all."
tog at 14dy Sabinet's and looking in at
one or two places later." He eyed his
papers in Chlicote's listless hand.
-Chlicote smiled satirically. "Eve Is
very true to 'society." he said. "I
canidn't dine at the Sabinets' if it was
to mane use premier. They hnve it
butler who is nu institution—a sort of
heirloom in the family. He Is fat and
breathes audibly. Last time I lunched
there he haunted me for a wbole
night."
Blessington laughed gayly. "Mrs.
Chileote doesn't see ghosts, sir," he
said; 'but if I mi." suggest"—
Chileote tapped hls fingers on the
ten..
"No. Eve doesn't see ghosts. We
rather miss sympathy there."
Blessington governed his impatience.
He stood still for some seconds, then
glanced down at Imes pointed hoot.
"If you will he lenient to toy per-
Instency, sir. I would like to remind
you--
Chileote lifted his head with a flash
of irritability.
"Confound it, Illessington!" be ex-
claimed. "Am 11 never to be left in
peace? Asn, I never to sit down to a
meal without hating work threat upon
me? Work—work- perpetually work:
I have beard no other word in the last
nix years. I declare there are times--
he rose suddenly front his sent and
turned to the window—"there fire threes
when I feel that for elxpenee I'd chuck
It ail -the whole beastly round"—
Startled by his vehemence, Finessing-
ton wheeled toward him.
"Not your polItical career, sir?"
There with a moment in which Chit-
cate hesitated, a moment In whleh the
(lefties that had filled his mind for.
medium rota to hitt lira and hung there.
Then Ow istisetion, the ineresitility in
Bleasington'a fare, chilled It and It fell
back Into silence.
"I didn't say that," he murmured.
"You young men jump to conclusions,
BleseIngton."
"Forgive me, sir. I never meant to'
Imply retirement. Why, Itlekstumw,
Yale, Creeshatf) and the whole Witter
tn'enfd TretS4 be about your tors 1111-
flies If such a thing were even breath-
ed—now more than ever since these
Persian rumors. By the way, is there
anything real in this barder business?
The St. George's came out rather
strong last night. •
Chilcote had moved back to the ta-
ble. His face was pale from his out-
burst, and his fingers toyed restlessly
with the open newspaper.
"I hasn't seen the St. George's," be
said hastily. "Lakely is always ready
to shake the red rag where Russia is
concerned. Whether we are to enter
tile arena is another matter. But what
about Craig-Burnage? I think you
mentioned something of a contraca."
"Oh, don't worry about that, ale"
Blessitorton had 'caught the tivitchine
it the corners of Chilcote's mouth, the
aervous sharpness of his voice. "I ca.
put Craig-Burnage off. If they have
an answer by Thursday it will be tims
enough." He began to collect his pa-
pers, but Chileote stopped him.
"Wait," be said. veering suddenly.
"Walt. I'll see to it now. I'll feel
more myself when Pia—dome some-
thing, come with you to the
study."
Ile walked hastily across the room;
then, with his hand on the door, lie
paused.
"You go first. Blessingtou," he said,
follow you In ten minutes.
I must glance through the newspapers
first."
Bleasington looked uncertain. "You
won't forget, air?"
"Forget? Of course not."
Still doubtful, BlessIngton left the
roonm and closed the door.
Once alone Chlicote walked slowly
back to the table, drew up his chair
and sat down with his eyes on the
white cloth, the paper lying unheeded
beside him. -
Time passed. A servant came into
the room to remove the breakfast.
Chileote moved slightly when neces-
sary, but otherwise retained his atti-
tude. The servant, having finished his
task, replenished the time and left the
room. Chlicote still sat on.
At last, feeling numbed, he rose and
crossed to the fireplave. The clock on
the mantelpiece stared him In the face.
lie loolied at It, started slightly, then
lrew out his watch. Watch and (Sock
arresponded. Each marked 12 o'clock.
With a nervous motion he leaned for-
ward and pressed the electric bell long
and hard:
Instantly a servant answered.
"Is Mr. Bleasington in the study?"
ihileote asked.
"He was there, sir, five minutes
back."
Cbileote looked relieved.
"All right. Tell him I have gone out
-had to go out. Something important.
You understand?"
"I understand, tdr."
But before the words had been prop-
srly spoken Chileote had passed the
man and walked Into the hall.
(To be oontranen.)
Of 'Whit rae 11i Photography?
There has been tntvh disvussion
as to the assistance that photography
might render judicial authorities in
enabling the arrest of criminals.
Yet thie is what recently occurred
in France: Sir photographs in d
ferent poses of the same crimina ho
had escaped from prison sioire sent
out to all the comm97-Of France.
From the mayor of of these dis-
tricts the following' letter • was re-
ceived: "Five ot the erjminals whose
photograph', you sent have already
been ara4ted; we are on the track
of the sixth."—Transatlantic Tales.
Friend—What? You're not going
bark to the stage tnis season? Great
Artist—No, I have so many cash or-
ders ahead for testimonials for pi-
ano players, hair tordes. bath soaps,
massage creams, hair bleach, head-
ache dope, champagne, safety razors,
cigarettes, life, insurance and cnew-
ilng gum that I can't find time for
less Important things.—Puck.
The Man who most enjoys a laugh
is the one who can least endure be-
idg laughed at.
It may be a good thing for humani-
ty's vanity that. the lower animals
cannot express their opinions of Its.
Some men have so mum' trouble




Copy for our next directory
will go to press January 30.
All changes and additions
should be received before this
date. Our directory is the
Recognized city directory of
the well-to-do. You are so-
cially and commercially lost if






Distinct Part of Its Business
Polio Says Report
Perfected System of Espoimmege En-
ables It to Keep in Touch With
Movements
THE 003INIERCE COMMISSION.
Washington, D. 0., Jah. 29.—The
interstate cornmerce commission sent
to congries repert of the investiga-
Cons made by it under the Tilinntn-
Gillespie re3enution appnovea March
7 last, coneerning the reletkais of
common carriers by raid to the pro-
dueCon and distribution of oil. The
report covers the distribution of pet-
roleum and its products east of the
Mississippi layer, and incidentally,
the Kansas and Texas fie:ds. The ri.
port iloints out genarally the methods
by which the Standard' Oil company
"has built up and perpetuated its
monopoly. Pt -is asserted that "he
ruin of Rs competitors has been a
distinct part of the policy of the
Standard Oil company 'in the past,
systematically and persistently pur-
sued." Considerable Of the ground
covered has been gone into fully in
the repaet on oil and its distribution,
Made public by the bureau of 9itsper-
at ions,
Only One Instance.
"No instance,- the reliant says. ".s
found where any rahlway company
has been interested in oil lands or It.
petroleum production and onty one
instance is shown where officia:s of a
railway tympany were interested in
the production and sale of oil. This
relates to ceritaila officials of the Bat-
:timore & Ohlo Southwestern railway
;having owned stock of the Armand
,Refining company, whtch was on their
aecommendatims afterwards sold to
,the Standard and the lubricating con-
[tract of the road transferred to the
:Galena Oil company, a Standard corn
pony.
I "The Standard Oil company large-
ly monopolizes the handling of petrol-
eum from the mouth of the well u
it is sod to the retailer and me-
times to the eonaumer, and '-'er, or-
dtnesry conditions its ma n of profit
I. very large. Estim es made in the
report show a p t on refined oil
from -the Su creek refinery at
Kansas 01 of from five to elaaht
cents sma gallon. A much higher
pro is indicated for gasoline. The
e of refined oil from the large
Standard refinery at Whiting, Ind., is
correspondingly profitable.
"The evidence dhows; le ba.-is
for the contention that the enormous
dividends of the Standard Oil com-
pany are the-legitimate results of I-ms
economies. Except for Its pipe lines
the Standard has but lit-the advantage
over the independent refiner.
"The Sband.ard buys advertising
space in many newspapers which it
ins: not with advertieements. but
With reading matter prepared by
agents for that purpose and paid for
at advertising rate's as ordinary news.
The assumption is that this literature
ftrrnishee mamy of the ideas touch-
ing the great benefits conferred upon
the public by the Standard 01! com-
pany.
"Possession of pipe lines enables
the Standard to absolutely control the
price of crude petroleum and the
price whidh its competitors in a given
locality shall pay. It can raise the
price in one locality and obtain its
own on from another, and reverse
the process when it desires to do so
Whoever etineroIs the avenues of
transportation of the raw material
or of the reined product can speedily
drive his compeeitors out of exist-
lence, and the production and dietelb
ution of petroleum is no exceptit/M- to
the rule."
The pipe line syetern of the Stand-
ard, the report contends, is not a nat-
ure., but an artificial advantage.
"A low rate of 10 per rent, per
ihundred pounds upon petroleum and
its products existed from Neodeslem.
Kars., for many years, where the
Standard operated a refinery to Kan-
sas Clay. This eats for she Intereet
of the Standard; but when the Stand-
ard coast ruet ed its refinery at Sugar
creek, Kansas (?ft), and connected It
by Men line with Use Kansas oil welds,
the roil rate was advanced from 10 to
11 centte eer :hundred pounds. While
lee railways Midst that this was not
done st the ittetmeece of the Standard
the significant fete TOMItitilll In this
ass) meal y other eallant cabled to the
cOmusisslonorte attention that the
tale was not ehanged until It name to
be for the interest of the Strenthsts1
that it *amid be changed. and -It wss
mien intoned as terse compaey wound
nettinaIly desire."
dirsemmweng the esloPri1011: omi-
t/tined in the' report that "The roil.
of Its competitors hen been a distinct
part of the policy of the Standard 011
tampany," the eornminnion says that
one method ilea been this ergardsietion
nt a PwrierA strotota of mapoin age over
tbe skiplanes Of its gOtaitetitor•
F
NEN' SORT OF' "GOLD MINE."*,
6
ee,:owowok-04,wai&lis
Harry H. Dunn writes in the Tech-
nical World for February as follows:
"Catifornas miners are now as anx-
ious to fin._ soda hede, as they were
to strike a gold mine am the days of
'49. Manufacturers dire clamoring
for soda for domestic and medicinal,
as we as commercial use. Pstre *oda
commands a fine price and that:gas/at
California desert has been found to
eontale-vest deposits of salines, nota-
bly sods , in at least cote of the dry
lakes. Here then is the miners' op.'
portunity an-fl they are flocking to
the solta lakes In great numbers.
Soda occurs in varying rorms in this
region, but the only beds which are
of value from a naerchantile point of
view, or which furnish qtrant 'ties
enough of the saline salts to -he wor-
thy of operation, are in dried-out lake
beds. The largest and most import-
ant of all of these is toe one known
as Denby bake, some thirty milee
southeaet of the small desert town of
Danay, in San Bernardino county.
This lake not only contains vast bed:s-
of pure soda but about eighteen mil-
:ion tom of wait as well. In point of
fa-ct is piabably the 1111181 valuable sa-
line deposit in the world, and as yet
Only its borders have been entered by
prospectors; development has a l-
read y begun."
The author nos an article of con-
siderable a.ngth. interestiog not only
to the information-seeker but to the
public which seldom thinks of such
a commodity as sods as being of such
Ire endous value.itta
ountry gent Cate of (he city) ob-
serving countryman raise his hat as






If the average poet could affor a
palace, tisa cottage would nev aye







FOR CONSUMPTION PriceOUGHS and 50c $1 .00OLDS Free Trial.
Surest Lel Quickest Cure 677-11
THROAT and LUNG TROUT--
LIS, or MONEY BACK.
41111k. 
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET cI)N1i, s •
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
, Every Wednesday at 4 p. nm.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected




Es awe i I le and Paducah Packets.
(Dail; Except Sunday.)
Steamers ice Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
reteen, $4.0e. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl : unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER •
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rate
now in effect from Paducah to ro
and return, with or witno meals
and room. Good music a table un-
surpassed .
For further in rmation apply to
S. A. Fowler neral 'Pass. Agent, or
Given Fo a City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler rumbaugh & Co's. office.




PAKICII, 312-211 Essevsy, ref 111311Villt
27 College, in 15 States POSITIONS .•eared or money REFUNDED A Iso teach ev
NAIL. Catalorue will tmovinOtt you ,,••




Book Binding, Bank Work, .et








ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liAbility,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Campbell Building.
Both Phones: Office 369. Residence 726
 .W11111.11.11111111111111111. 




. Bottled in Bond
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Rural Carrier on Route No. '
Almost Suffocated
teaks Station Road Mem Ile Repaired
or Delivery Will Re Stopped in
That Section.
CIVIL SERVICE LAW 0 CASE
Harrison' ons, carrier of fu-
raj route, 3, performed a "stunt"
not set own in-the-civil service book
of lea yesterday afternoon, and as
result the county will have to make
needed repairs in the Oaks Station
road or a potion of rural route, No.
3, 'will be "cut out" in pursuance to
rules of the government.
Simmons encountered a bad place
in the road. It is Jest three miles
from Oaks Station. and several wag-
ons nad how/fusty mired in the
mud. The Mai; carrier tried to drive
around into shallow parts of the
bog, there being no way of getting
around the bad place, and suddenly
his wheels mired. The wagon came
to a sudden stop ;Ind S:mmons took
a "header" out the side of nis mail
wagon.
Striking on his head he stuck in
the mud for several seconds. Farm-
ers left their mired wagons to lend
assistance, but Simmons' legs finally
touched the ground and he slowly
worked his head out of the ten inch-
es of mud.
The rules provide for cutting out
portions of ru\ii routes where roads
are • impaseabl . This portion- of




Shake your head, and
laugh, and jump, around
as much as you want-
Shur-Ons are on to stay.
Not only hold right, bbt
feel right and look right.
Stop in and see them.
Eyes Examined Free
S FEINFELD OPTICAL CO
Optical Headquarters of Paducah.
609 BROADvidev
not remedied at once will be discon-
tinued, Mr. Fred B. .Ashton, super-
intendent of carriers, announced
this morning.
"In - MeCtacken county there are
several bad places in roads, but in
every case exeTpt this particular • one,
there is te way to get around them,"
said Mr. Ashton.
National Committee Looks Ominous
For Hbpes of Vice Prest. Fairbanks
Washington .1.i n. 29 -Poll
have not yet ceased spechlating upon
the motive which actuated Sehatoi
Nathan B. Scott, of West Virginia, in
making a demand upon Postmas
General Cortelyou last week o cab
together the Republican National
Committee for the pu ose of elect-
ing a new Chairm Mr. Cortelyou
resigned the C ,rnanship and Harry
S. New, of dianapolls, became the
acting c rman by virtue of the fact
that e had been designated a- year
and a half ago as Vice Chairman.
Several days ago Senator Heyburn,
of Idaho. allied himself with Senator
Scott, and drew up a petition for cir-
culation among his fellow niembers
on the committee, urging that a meet-
ing he called for some time next
month.
But Just as the politicians had
their appetites whetted for some in-
teresting developments he anhounced
that he had withdrawn the petition
That left Senator Scott to his own
devices, and not being an especially
resourceful 171$1111, he has not yet suc-
ceeded in making any headway witn
his scheme
In view of the fact' that Harry New
is known to be not at all enthusiastic
over Vice President Fairbanks' politi-
cal as-pirations many politiclans•form
ed the opinion that the design of the
West Virginia Senator was to have a
Chairman elected who would be at
least friendly to the Vice President
if not an actual advocate of his nom-
ination for the Presidency in 1908.
Waded to Ile Clutirman,
Senator Scott himself entered a
vigorous dental of re report that his
purpose was to convert the committee
Into a Fairbanks organization, and
there is no doubt that he was sincere
in it; for it is probably the truth that
his rectum for a special meeting of
the committee was inspired by an
ambition to be elected Mr. Cortelyou's
successor as Chairman.
At the same time ft is difficult for
politicians to get away from the idea
that if Senator Scott's plan nad been
successful, the National Committee
would have undergone Some decided
political change. At present the coin-
anittee Is controlled by national ad-
ministration influences. Its members
for the more part are on cordial terms
with the President and Postmaster
General and the indications are that
this ieflueece will be felt next year
wnen 0'6-struggle for the Presiaen-
tlal nomination is under way.
There Is no doubt that Mr. Roose-
velt and Mr. Cortelyou will exert
eowelderable pressure. If poeeible, up-
On the men who wil name the next
Rs/Publican candidate, and for that
reason it Is desirable thatNhe head
of the committee be a man of their
chooetng.
Hee ilincit Influence.
There wauld he no telling what
Senator 11C014-.Pr Pomp. other. An.
might do were he Pivoted as•Chair-
in n Prior to the meeting of the rota-
ted ee Witt December to *elect *
time and place for the nett eonven-
D4417 orAuring toe first five or six
months o 908 when the candidates
for' t nomination will be coming
do the house stretch.
The Chairman of the committee
is in a position to make his influence
'felt in decided contests among rival
delegations for seats in toe conven-
tion, and this power, in the event the
contest for the nomination is very
close, might determine Oa result.
However, there is no likelihood
whatetler that Colonel New will ke
disturbed in his position until stAr
the meeting of tne next convention.
He will call the convention to order
and after a ticket has been nominat-
ed and a platform adopted. the nomi-
nee will choose his own campaign
manager and ee will become the Chair
man of the committee.
Had In Agreement.
When Harry New was appointed
Vice Chairman by Mr. Cortelyou a
year and a half ago it was with the
distinct undeestanding that he was
not to undertake to manipulate the
committee in the interest of any can-
didate. Quite daturally the friends
of Vice president Fairbanks looked
upon this as an unfriendly move
knowing as they did. that New was
not a Fairbanks boomer.
This would indicate, morever, that
the administration would like to see
some on else nominated than the
Vice President. However, the acting
Cheirman-in_an 'interview .here to-
day, said that Indiana would be for
Mr. Fairbanks, lenclegeen thouga 
might prefer to see some one else
nominated, he would line up with his
own state.
Considerable prelimMery maneuv-
ering is now being done by various
aspirants for the nomination, but
the Vice President Is the only one
who Is doing any actual work toward
securing delegates. By virtue of his
position he is unembarrassed in any
sense whatever in nis mavements and
is free to opt rate wherever and when-
eveeelie pleases.
Is Making Progress.
It is to early, of course, for him to
be attaining any material results, but
It is admitted by politicians Who know
what is going on that he is making
some progrees.
Two months hence Secretary of
the Treasury anew. who is looked up-
on as formidable candidate, will also
be foot loose and able to give some
time and 'Mention to toe promotion
of his candidacy. He will then be out
of the Cabinet and not be restricted
in his actions as he now necesseril)
Is.
Senator Foraker, of Oho, whose
chances are also regarded as favor-
able is receiving encouraging letters.
from various parts of the country,
and his friends believe teat his cham-
Montag of the case or the negro Sol-
diers who were dismissed tram the
army by the President is bound to
stassiew.litte. delegates from sense ,4.1
the Stintitern Settee.
J,111A1)l'CAH EVENING SUN.
MR. CHARLES a HAN FORDI
It The Kentucky Wednesday night.
Cigarettes, Novels and-Wine Jellies
Barred From Adamless Eden Hotel
Nee York, Jon. 29.-At a ditoe
tors' meeting in the Martha Wash-
:ngton hotel tomorrow a deputation
of fair guests will present their form-
a: charges against Mark A. Cedweet,
manager. These were the. charges
that' were brought forwaird at a met:t-
ette of the stocknolderm. but which
Aare refereed to the bas-d of direc-
tors because Mrs. Ruseell Sr3ge -and
Jahn D. Roekefeller and Miss Helen
Gould didn't :Ike to take them ult.
The charges are as ecoemtric Bit
some of the women who Ave spent
pightsethinking them up. Hare are
the more serious ones:
"That the head waitress is too
fat."
"That MN. Wharton's novel, 'The
House of Mirth,' Is barred front the
hotel TIbrery, as Miss Pickles, the
librarian, deems it immoral, in that
Lilly Bart, the heroine, sraok-ed cigar-
etees.•'
"That wine jellies are neyer served.
because the matrager believes them
intoxicating."
Slice of Toast le (lents.
"That only .one piece of toast is
given for JO cents."
The exelti:Ive woman's hotel is in
the throes. of a death struggle. Half
of the guests are aecueing Mr. Cad-
well of all those dreadful things nar-
rated above, and the other half is
coming to his support, Insisting that
he is a "dear, sweet man."
Preparing for the fray some of
Mr. Cadwer's most ,arelent supporter.:
yesterday eirculated a testimonial
and sectered 200 signaattres,
When Miss S. A. Shepkey was ask-
ed to sign the testimonial she refused
and said:
"I like Mr. Cadw€11 persona:1Y. la-
die-., but I %ill not sign 1.111,1SS he em-
ploys a negro cook."
Miss J. D. Heegson, a trained
nurse, also refused to sign the letter
neeeese the rice was not cooked as
she liked it. :
Aecording to the goserips of the ho-
tel ears. A. C. Lyons ha e taken a
decided stand against Manager Cad-
well on foggy days te will
not rush up as requested and clean
her %endows.
SOLDIER KILLED OVER WOMAN
Artilleryman Shot After Quarrel at
Fort Washington, Md.
Washington, Jan. 29.- Private
Gosney, Seventeenth company, Coast
Artillery, was killed in a saioon near
Fort WasnIngton, Md., last night in
a shooting affray, which occurred
after a dispute with William S. Wire-
borger, another artilleryman, over a
woman. Wireborger made his es-
cape.
Local Option in Bayless.
Owensboro, Ky., Jan. 29- Indica-
tions are that the people of Owens-
boro and Daviess county will have a
chance, within the next six months,
to vote on the question whether or
not whisky shall be sold in the city
or county. A meeting of prohibition
advocates was held at the Y. M. C.
A. building, at wnich it was decided
to take immediate steps to procure
the holding of such an election.
There is no cure for the indiges-
tion caused by being compelled to
eat your owe words.
4IW 
•
E. Guthrie & Co.
Cordially Invite .You to Visit Their Corset De-
partment and Meet
Isn't it strange that men who brag
always brag .about something that











Mt. Carmel  24.1
Nashville 12.7










Mt. Vernon  48.0 0.4 fall
Paducah 46.6 0.1 fall
Fastidiousness is not characteristic
of rivermen; and fair from demanding
"whole hog or none," they accept the
one-tenth fail in the last 24 hours
with great satisfaction. The gauge
this marniug ,registered a stage of
45.6.
The Joe Wheeler slipped in .leet-
night from Chattanooga without
warning. Fifteen hundred ties for
Brookoort were part of the freight
Grip, and the Wheeler will be serene]
days around Paducah getting a re-
turn trip.
Lumber measuring 165e5tle feet
was brought in on the City of Mem-
phis this morning from the Tennes-
see river. Seventy-seven .hogs and
some cattle were unloaded here. The
lumber goes to Joiera. The Memphis
wIla leave Wednesday eveneng for the
Tennessee river.
demo has tine facilities for hand-
ling freight from the steamboats.
Rail barges on which the care are
placed make it possible for the steam-
boats to unload right into the cars
and a barge with, ears can be placed
on each side of the boat.
A number of the ways mechanics
are working over et the Ayer-Lord
fleet., The Russell Lord is being re-
paired lightly.
Merges and boats ahead of the dry
docks were moved out today to allow
the Lyda, which has been finished
eeverel days, to be let off. The
Charles Turner will be taken out.
Barges are being repaired on the oth-
er half of the dry docks.
The Oakland passed up this morn-
ing with a tow of empties from the
lower Mis-issippi river. The Hooey
Brown passed up yesterday. "
The I. N.. Hook arrived last night
away for the Tennessee river uotil
of t The Margaret did not get
from the Tennessee elver with a DOS,
ies. 
,
Wharf space is a question being
agitated anionic river men in Paduesth
now. The w bee fboet people especial-
ly and all rivermen who have the in-
terest of the river at heart want the
city to take over the small plat 'of
ground stilt: left without improve-
ments. It La the ground south of the
Armour depot extending to Kentucky
avenue. If' that is built up, the
gangway on the south end of the
wharibteet would be useless In high
water. At peeeent the two gangways
eadelthe the Armour depot. Speaking
of the wharf space question one river
man said this morning:
"If the government makes the em-
provemeats on the river which It
seems likely will be made, Paduoah
will be a mot important river point.
Many more boats would be running
and various subsidiary enterprises
would flourAh. The improvements
on the elver WA) go a long w-ay to-
ward giving Paducah 541,000 or 7.5.-
04M peonle and it is probable that
the river front from Jefferson street
to Washington street' will be cleared
of the houses now standing. Even
then the Wharf space would not be
be sufficient. It would be short-
eighted fur the city to allow any
more building on river front proper-
ty east of First street. It is tiepa.r-
!Rot denim ehet we are crowded at thy
wharf here."
John Street, night whartnuuster,
lsaw an empty coal barge floating
down the river early this morning
lit probably came from the coo, docke
in the Tennessee river.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansvilie will fall for
en indefinite period at a reipidly in-
creasing rate. At Mt. Vernon wit:
'continue felting the rate of fail be-coming rapid Wedneeday to Thum-day. At Paducah whit commence fall
ling today. At Cale) win fall for an
lindefetite period. Rate of fall will
I
'
become rapid at Paducah and Cairo
. by Ft-Ida:' or Saturday.
The Tlertnearree from Florence to
below John onvire wit: continue fall-
ing.
The Mississippi from below Se
fouls to (tern will continue failing.
The Wabash sit Mt. darmel will
probably eont menre felling today
Fleeting ice will continue in the atte-
sheippi for several days.
i A WOUNan gets almost aa much sat-
lefOntrall out of a good cry as a ma4
does out .of a "smile."
i
Appeal in Criminal emcees.
Wasnington. Jan. 29. -- The Ren-
ate committee on the_leidielary to-
day discussed the bill giving the
government the right to appeal In
certain criminal ,caseileand anthorlz-
ed a sub-committee. composed of
tatittators Nellie, Korot, „SpOoner and
Peelle, to perfect the Measure and
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SUES TO RECOVER 813,100,000
German Insurance Company Reveiv.
er Files Action Against Royal.
Freeport, Ill., Jan. 29.-r--The Chi-
cago Title and Trust company, re-
ceiver for the German Insurance
company yesterday, filed a suit in
the circuit court against the Royal
Insurance company to recover $3,-
100,000 paid for reinsurance. The
plaintiff sets forth that the money
belonged to toe creditors and policy-
holders of the German Insurance
company. The case will be heard at
the March term of court.
Oliver Gets C,ontract.
Washington Jan. 29.-Following
conference at the white Clouse lied
tight it was officially announced that
the con(raet for building the Pana-
ma canal would be awarded to Wm.
'S. Oliver, who, with Anson H. Bangs,
was the lowest bidder In the recee„
competition, provided that within the
next ten days he associates himself -
with at least two independent con-
structors whose skill and experience,
combined with his own, shall cover
the entire field of the work to be
performed under the contract.




Near city, fertile, high, dry land, In best neighborhood;
Have Just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract. Joining
next to city by Perkins
Buckner Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
graveled in front of
Hinkleville Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
the Pines lands on west. Bounded
Creek and Pines lands between,
Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
Lane Road, said road Just
this land. Has 757 feet front on
and plat gives 40 'feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end. on these roads. No nicer land In Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the iilnkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running the years. All other lots $65 acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference in
desirability of lots and first cuatomers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could
I 
get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
5-reom house which is priced at $800 additional to coat of
land at 965 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997.r
•
),
•
